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Abstract

With an estimated percentage of 12.2 percent of South Africa‟s public sector with
Emoluments Attachment Orders (EAOs) against their salaries, it is evident that this debt
collection mechanism is popular in South Africa. 1 This dissertation analyses EAOs in
comparison to other debt collection mechanisms that are currently employed in South Africa
with the aim of reforming an effective debt collection mechanism that will adequately strike a
balance between the rights of a creditor as well as those of a debtor in so far as access to and
the granting of credit is concerned.
The first half of this dissertation critically analyses debt collection mechanisms such as
warrants of execution, and demonstrates that none of the current mechanisms are as effective
as EAOs. The second half of this dissertation will critically analyse EAOs in light of the
reported abuses and discrepancies. Significantly, this dissertation critically evaluates the
watershed case of The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister
of Justice and Correctional Services and Others and the implications of this judgment on
EAOs.2
Moreover, and based on foreign best practice and the rampant abuse in South Africa, this
research will suggest that EAOs require far more scrutiny and as a matter of urgency require
a limit to be placed on the maximum that may be deducted from a debtor‟s salary. Ultimately,
this dissertation demonstrates that given the impact that abolishing EAOs would have on our
economy and the debt collection in its entirety, EAOs should remain in existence. However,
in so remaining, they must undergo intense reform urgently.

University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 77.
2
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99
1
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Chapter One- Introduction
1. Introduction

An emoluments attachment order (EAO) is a debt collection mechanism that is administered
through an order of court, which entitles a creditor to attach a portion of a debtor's salary, in
monthly or weekly instalments to satisfy his claim.3
These instalments are deducted by the debtor's employer from the debtor‟s wage or salary
and handed over to the creditor.4 This debt collection mechanism is regulated by section 65 J
of the Magistrates‟ Court Act as well as rule 46 of the Magistrates‟ Court Rules. 5 These
orders are often confused with garnishee orders, which are also a debt collection mechanism
that allows a creditor to attach a debt that is due to the debtor, in order to satisfy his claim.
Garnishee orders are regulated by section 72 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act as well as rule 47
of Magistrates‟ Court Rules.6
Typically, debt collection amongst individuals is administered either by the creditor himself
(usually when he is able to reach consensus with the debtor) or a debt collector or attorney.
A debt collector is an agent that specialises in debt collection and whose conduct is governed,
primarily, by the Debt Collectors Act. 7 An attorney is an officer of the court who may
amongst other things, engage in debt collection on behalf of a creditor. An attorney‟s
conduct, in this context, is primarily regulated by the Attorneys Act8. Both debt collectors
and attorneys who operate as debt collectors must also adhere to the Rules of the Magistrates‟
Court, and the National Credit Act which regulates, inter alia, the granting of credit in South
Africa, interest rates as well as chargeable fees and costs.9

2. Background

EAOs are currently regulated by section 65 J of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.10 According to
this section, an EAO may only be issued if the judgment debtor has consented to it in writing,
or where the court has authorised it (on application or otherwise), and on condition that such
authorisation has not been suspended. Alternatively, the order may be granted if a creditor or
3

Section 65 J of Act 32 of 1944; University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the
undesirable practices relating to garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 4.
4
Ibid, 46
5
Ibid, 4.
6
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 4.
7
Act 114 of 1998.
8
Act 53 of 1979.
9
Act 34 of 2008; Rules of the Magistrates‟ Court Act 32 of 1944.
10
Act 32 of 1944.
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his attorney has first sent to the debtor a letter of demand claiming payment of the money
owed to him.11This letter is sometimes a prerequisite to obtaining an EAO, particularly when
it is a matter that is covered by the National Credit Act.12 Moreover, the letter must warn the
debtor that should he fail to pay the said amount, an EAO will be issued within 10 days of
postage of the letter of demand.13 Thereafter the creditor is obliged to file with the clerk of
the court an affidavit or affirmation or a certificate from his attorney which sets out the
amount owed as at the date of the order, specifying the instalments and the costs associated
with it.14
EAOs have become increasingly popular, with reported statistics of „between 10% and 15%
of South Africa‟s workforce‟ having active EAOs effected against their salaries in October
2012.15 Along with the increasing usage of this mechanism, published research and forensic
investigation has revealed an increase in the number of 'undesirable' practices in the
administration of these orders.16 These have included practices such as:


Consent to judgment by the debtor

17

being obtained by way of fraudulent

misrepresentation. 18 This usually happens when debtors are given blank papers to
sign. Alternatively this occurs when the debtor is asked to sign certain documents
which are misrepresented as documents forming part of the credit transaction whereas
they are actually consents to judgment.19


EAOs being issued outside the jurisdiction in which the debtor‟s employer resides, is
employed or carries on business. 20 This is contrary to section 65 J (1) (a) of the
Magistrates‟ Court Act which requires the EAO to be issued in the jurisdiction in
which the debtor‟s employer resides, is employed or carries on business.21



The duplication of EAOs in respect of the same principal debt.22

11

S 65J (2) (b) (i) of Act 32 of 1944.
S 129 of Act 34 of 2005.
13
S 65J (2) (b) (i) of Act 32 of 1944.
14
S 65J (2) (b) (ii) of Act 32 of 1944.
15
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 4.
16
Ibid, 7.
17
65J (2) of Act 32 of 1944.
18
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 40.
19
Ibid.
20
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa‟ (2008) 7.
21
Act 32 of 1944.
22
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa‟ (2008) 11.
12
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An unreasonable portion of the debtor's salary is being attached, notwithstanding the
fact that the remaining portion of the debtor‟s salary is insufficient for the debtor‟s
basic necessities and that of his dependents.23



There is a lack of judicial oversight with regards to the issuing of EAOs as this task,
particularly in the past, is often left to the clerks of the court, who may not have the
relevant skills, and who also may be susceptible to fraud. 24 It is believed that this
practice continues despite amendments to the Magistrates‟ Court rules (to be
discussed in detail in chapter two and three below) which oblige a clerk to refer the
matter (s 57 and 58 orders) to the court to make an order which it deems fit.

In 2008 the University of Pretoria published a research paper entitled „The Incidence of and
the Undesirable Practices relating to Garnishee Orders in South Africa‟ which investigated,
amongst other things, EAOs and other abuses in the debt collection process as noted above.25
However, currently, there has been no significant legislative action taken in response to the
concerns raised in the report.
In 2012 the Minister of Finance as well as the chairperson of the Banking Association of
South Africa (BASA) issued a joint media statement to the effect that they had noted abuse in
salary attachment orders (i.e. EAOs). Further, that their members would not be engaged or a
party to these incidences. Moreover, that they would support initiatives that are against credit
providers issuing pre-signed consent orders to debtors and finally that they would actively
engage with the legislature to restrict consent orders to maintenance orders only.26
Various other concerns, principally relating to inter alia, the issue of insufficient judicial
oversight in EAOs and EAOs being issued from incorrect jurisdictions, have been raised by
various legal scholars, legal practitioners and members of the public 27 resulting in the

23

Ibid 13.
Ibid 9.
25
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa‟ (2008).
26
Joint statement by the Minister of Finance and the chairperson of the Banking Association of South Africa
(2012), available at: http://www.treasury.gov.za/comm_media/press/2012/2012110101.pdf, accessed on 20
April 2015.
27
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, Working document Magistrates‟ Courts Amendment
Bill (2013), available at:
http://www.northernlaw.co.za/Documents/magistrate_court/Working%20document%20Magistrates'%20Courts
%20Amendment%20Bill%2021Feb13.pdf, accessed on 20 April 2015.
24
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formulation of a working document on the Magistrates‟ Court Amendment Bill.28 Moreover,
in the recent landmark case of The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v
The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and Others, 29 the issue of judicial
oversight, amongst other irregularities observed in EAOs, was brought up once again by the
applicants.30
According to the working document of the Magistrates‟ Courts Amendment Bill (2013), the
provision in the Magistrates‟ Court Act that allows for a debtor to consent to judgment should
be amended such that only a Magistrate is authorised to determine whether or not such an
order should be granted, after assessing the debtor's financial position. 31 This piece of
legislation has not yet been passed and is therefore not yet in effect.
In February 2013, the cabinet minister responsible for finance, Mr Gordahn also expressed
concerns with regards to attachment orders in his budget speech, stating the following:
We are concerned by the abuse of emoluments attachment orders that have left many workers
without money to live on after they have serviced their debts every month. We are in
discussion with the National Credit Regulator, the Department of Justice and banks, to ensure
that the lending market remedies its behaviour. In the meanwhile, all employers, including
the public sector, can play a role and assist their workers to manage their finances and to
interrogate all Emoluments attachment or garnishee orders to ensure that they have been
properly issued. I also call on the various law societies to take action against members who
abuse the system.32

It in addition to the concerns raised above with regards to undesirable practices in EAOs and
debt collection in general, several pieces of legislation regulate the conduct of inter alia, debt
collectors and attorneys. In this regard one may consider section 15 of the Debt Collectors
Act that prohibits a debt collector from making use „of fraudulent or misleading
representations; including:33

28

Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, Working document Magistrates‟ Courts Amendment
Bill (2013), available at:
http://www.northernlaw.co.za/Documents/magistrate_court/Working%20document%20Magistrates'%20Courts
%20Amendment%20Bill%2021Feb13.pdf, accessed on 20 April 2015.
29
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others, Case No: 16703/14.
30
Ibid.
31
Ibid, 2.
32
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 4-5.
33
Act 114 of 1998.
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I.
II.

The simulation of legal procedures;
The use of simulated official or legal documents‟

Despite prohibitions of this nature in various pieces of legislation, the widespread fraud and
undesirable practices still persist.34
Moreover, despite the promulgation of the amended rules to the Magistrates‟ Court Act,
which require judicial oversight in the issuing of EAOs, many irregularities continue to
exist.35
The alleged fraud and widespread irregularity in this process led the Stellenbosch Legal Aid
clinic to bring an application on the 24th of November 2014, in the Western Cape Division of
the High Court, on behalf of 15 impoverished consumers, against 13 credit providers as well
as Flemix and Associates (the law firm that facilitated the EAOs), to have the EAOs issued
against their salaries declared null and void. 36 The law clinic also sought, inter alia, the
words „the judgment debtor has consented thereto in writing‟ in section 65 J (2) (b) (i) of the
Magistrates‟ Courts‟ Act inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa to
the extent that it fails to provide for judicial oversight over the issuing of an EAO against a
debtor.37
On the 8th of July 2015 Desai J, handed down judgment in favour of the consumers ordering
that the EAOs issued against the consumers were „unlawful, invalid and of no force and
effect.‟ Furthermore, it was declared that (inter alia):
The words „the judgment debtor has consented thereto in writing‟ in section 65J (2)(a) of the
Magistrates‟ Court Act and section 65J(2)(b)(i) and section 65J(2)(b)(ii) of the Magistrates‟
Court Act, are inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996
and invalid to the extent that they fail to provide for judicial oversight over the issuing of an
emolument attachment order against a judgment debtor.”38

34

University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013); P Rafferty, „Debt collection practitioners- the
biggest threat to debt collection practices‟, (2013) 66 De Rebus, 27.
35
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 4-5.
36
University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic News, available at: http://blogs.sun.ac.za/law/legal-aid-clinic/,
accessed on 20 April 2015.
37
University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and
Others 2014 (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99.
38
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99.
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The court declared further that in any proceedings brought by a creditor to enforce a credit
agreement (as defined in the NCA), section 45 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act does not permit
a debtor to consent in writing to the jurisdiction of a magistrates‟ court other than that in
which the debtor resides or is employed.39
The decision is still yet to be confirmed by the Constitutional Court. 40 Moreover, the
respondents have taken the High Court‟s decision in this regard on appeal.

Thus the

declaratory order is not yet in effect and so, notwithstanding this judgment, abuses and
discrepancies therefore still exist in EAOs and the need to address these issues persists.41

3. Rationale

The underlying rationale behind EAOs has been for them to act as a measure for creditors to
collect from debtors what is owed to them; and for debtors to pay amounts due to creditors
responsibly, thereby allowing for the free flow of credit and effective collection on such
credit granted by creditors 42 However, in light of the reported and alleged fraudulent and
undesirable practices debtors are at a disadvantage as their ability to cope financially is
significantly and negatively affected.43 By the same token creditors are at a disadvantage due
to the fact that they are more reluctant to grant credit to debtors if there is no guarantee that
credit granted will be paid off by the debtor.44 This then begs the question; should EAOs even
exist? This is the underlying question that this research paper seeks to answer.

4. Purpose Statement

The purpose of this study is to examine the implementation and administration of EAOs to
identify the challenges and discrepancies in this system of debt collection.

Further, to

determine how, if at all, these identified shortcomings could be addressed or remedied to
ensure a more equitable system that is consistent with the values and norms that underpin our
constitution. In particular, the study will draw on foreign law so as to extrapolate possible
mechanisms for implementation in South Africa. It will also consider, in the alternative,
whether EAOs should be abolished altogether in South Africa, given the implications that
39

This is necessary as it will have the effect of rendering portions of legislation invalid; The University of
Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and Others
(16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99;
40
Pete et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide, (2010), 309.
41
M Thebe, „Debt collection system to be changed‟ 2015 De Rebus, July.
42
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013), 10.
43
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99.
44
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99; Respondents‟ Answering Affidavit, Part 1, 73.
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doing so may have on South Africa‟s economy, and on the lives of impoverished consumers
in South Africa.

5. Research Questions

1. What legal framework regulates EAOs in South Africa?
1.1

What are the challenges to the status quo; and are these challenges being
reviewed by the Department of Justice?

2. How should the current EAO system be amended to ensure compliance with the
Constitution and best practice internationally?
3. What is the foreign position insofar as debt collection mechanisms are concerned; and
can South Africa extrapolate any plausible measures from these foreign jurisdictions?
4. In the event that no measures prove to be adequate or plausible, should EAOs be
abolished altogether? If so, what are the alternatives to the current EAO system?

6. Research Methodology

The research methodology of this proposed thesis will be qualitative in nature (i.e. desktop
research). The main source of information for this research will be legislation; in particular,
the Magistrates‟ Court Act which sets out the law regarding EAOs. The published research of
various legal academics in accredited law journals, on-going litigation, and other works of
reference will also be used. Moreover, this research will draw on authoritative case law on
the topic.

7. Literature review

Gardner, the CEO of financial well-being firm Summit Financial Partners, submits that „after
the birth of micro lending in 1992 lenders, collectors and attorneys have found that EAOs are
the most effective and cost-effective collection mechanism.‟45 EAOs, which are said to be
more successful than „debit orders, payroll deductions and cash deposits‟ are inexpensive to
implement.‟46 Although EAOs are said to be one of the most effective debt collection
measures, they still present various difficulties such as:47


Jurisdiction.

45

C Gardner „The complexity of emoluments attachment orders‟ 2007 HR Highway, October, 22.
Ibid.
47
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa‟ (2008); University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the
undesirable practices relating to garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013).
46
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Consent.



Insufficient regulatory control on the amount which can be deducted from the debtor‟s
salary.



Lack of judicial oversight over the issuing of EAOs.



Reported fraud.



Duplicated debt.



A negative impact on the national economy.

Botes and Aukema hold that where credit providers engage in reckless lending and enforce it
through EAOs, they play a significant role in the labour unrest which is experienced in the
labour market in South Africa and it is for this reason that, employers should be concerned
and take steps to try and remedy the situation.48 It has become common cause that a number
of abuses occur in the context of EAOs and these negatively impact consumers. These abuses
include fraudulently obtained court orders, uninformed consent on the part of the consumer
where they unknowingly consent to default judgment against them, or where they consent to
jurisdiction far from their place of work or residence.49
Further, Botes and Aukem suggest a number of measures that employers could implement to
deal with the undesirable practices and these include:50


to educate their employees about reckless lending and their rights through workshops
and notices



To employ experts scrutinize EAOs to detect any defect or fraudulences.

Aukema and Botes paint a clear picture of the impact that reckless lending and undesirable
practices have on employees as well as how this negatively impacts on employers too.
Moreover, the authors put forward a number of suggestions for measures that employers
could implement to curb these consequences. However, the number of employers who would
be willing and able to implement these measures and incur these costs may prove to be very
little as it seems that many employers are more concerned with profit making than
implementing such measures. This, however, is not to say that absolutely no employers
would engage in these measures as there are a few employers who are benevolent and
concerned with the welfare of their employees. Whether this is enough of an incentive for

48

Ibid
Drawn from a variety of sources cited throughout this thesis.
50
Ibid
49
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employers to embrace the measures suggested by Botes and Aukema, is a separate question
altogether.
The University of Pretoria, in its follow up research report of 2013, has recommended,
amongst other things, that prior to the employer making a deduction from the employee‟s
salary, there should be a consultation with the employee, during which the debt is verified
and the order and its effects are clearly explained to the debtor, more especially with regards
to the amount that will be deducted from the debtor‟s salary.51 If this is done at this early
stage, any other irregularities in the order may be easily determined and dealt with.52
The University also recommends that the clerks of the courts should be trained and that
employees themselves should be educated on financial management and on EAOs as well as
other debt collection measures and their effect on a debtor‟s financial circumstances. 53
Compliance measures, such as reporting attorneys who engage in unlawful conduct when
debt collecting to the Law Society, are also suggested by the University of Pretoria.54
All these measures are sensible however; if debtors are not aware of them it seems that they
may be redundant. Thus it would seem that the government should also play an active role by
investing in such measures and ensuring that consumers are educated about their rights as
well as the various dispute resolution mechanisms that are at their disposal.
Bentley, a well renowned attorney submits that responses to undesirable and fraudulent
practices in EAOs such as statements to the effect that EAOs should be abolished are simply
„throwing out the baby with the bath water.‟55 He further argues that the focus should be on
dealing with these abuses and practices „rather than compromising ethical and law abiding
credit providers‟ chances of recovery because of these.‟56 He further suggests that „the baby
and the bath water‟ can be separated through the implementation of certain changes. 57
Amongst the changes he proposes are the following:58

51

University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 90.
52
Ibid 91.
53
Ibid 92.
54
University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the undesirable practices relating to
garnishee orders in South Africa- A follow up report‟ (2013) 93.
55
B Bentley „Separating the baby and the bathwater‟ 2013 De Rebus, March, 23.
56
Ibid
57
Ibid
58
B Bentley „Separating the baby and the bathwater‟ 2013 De Rebus, March, 23-25.
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That „the collection costs in terms of section 65 J recovery be capped at an acceptable
fixed amount dependent on the size of the debt plus collection commission at 10% per
installment, and the collection of attorney and client costs to be prohibited.‟



That an „EAO national register, recording all authorized EAOs with the effect that no
employer shall be authorized thereto to deduct from an employee's salary unless the
EAO has been served by the sheriff with the cost schedule attached hereto and such
EAO must appear on the EAO register‟.



That „the Justice Department must provide training to Magistrates and clerks on the
provisions relating to the NCA, EAOs interest and costs.‟



„The Law Society of South Africa and all provincial law societies‟ should appoint
standing committees to investigate complaints of alleged debt collection abuses by
members of the public‟



„appropriate steps be taken against members found guilty of debt collection abuses‟

It is evident that Bentley advances good suggestions to the problem which could certainly be
plausible solutions.
The University of Pretoria refers to the systems of debt collection and attachment of salaries
that other jurisdictions employ. However, no legal scholar has attempted to consider these
mechanisms and attempted to create a system that South Africa may employ. This research
paper will draw mechanisms from other jurisdictions that South Africa may apply, taking into
account the South African context in so far as its background, social, economic and political
factors are concerned.
In light of some of the literature discussed above, one can ascertain that although EAOs were
intended to operate as an effective debt collection mechanism they have brought about a
number of discrepancies in so far as the granting and collecting of credit is concerned with
the result that many stakeholders are calling for a re-evaluation of the law relating to EAOs,
or alternatively, the abolishment of EAOs.
Various legal scholars and practicing attorneys such as Bentley have put forward a number of
suggestions in dealing with this problem, such as ensuring that there is more judicial
oversight over EAOs, as well as the establishment of a national EAOs register which will
record all current EAOs issued and all information relating to these EAOs.
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8. Conclusion

In light of all these suggestions, this paper will demonstrate that EAOs need not be abolished
and that for their effective operation they have to undergo reform.

To this end this

dissertation will draw from the systems of wage attachment in foreign jurisdictions, consider
published research by South African tertiary institutions and make recommendations to the
legislature for legislative reform in this regard.

Chapter Two: General Debt Collection Mechanisms in South Africa
1. Introduction

Data presented by the South African Reserve Bank revealed that in September 2006 credit
extended to the private sector by credit providers amounted to at least R1.2 trillion. 59
Moreover, as at March 2014 the National Credit Regulator reported that South African
consumers owe credit providers R1.5 trillion.60 This clearly demonstrates that much of South
Africa‟s population are over indebted and that there is a need for an effective debt collection
mechanism that balances the rights of both debtors and creditors in a legally permissible and
reasonable manner.
Further, the National Credit Regulator reported that in 2013 household indebtedness
amounted to 74.3 per cent.61 This is an alarming figure as it denotes that a large portion of
household income, seemingly amongst the lowest earning members of society, goes towards
paying off debts. To this end and in addition to the remedies set out in the Magistrates‟ Court
Act, the National Credit Act has created further debt relief mechanisms aimed at assisting
consumers, such as debt review. The National Credit Act (NCA) seeks to regulate, more
effectively, access and distribution of credit and should be read together with the Magistrates‟
Court Act62
The debt collection mechanisms this paper will examine relate to, primarily, those set out in
the Magistrates‟ Court Act. These generally relate to debts amounting to R200 000 and
59

„Credit Extension to Households- Prepared for the National Credit Regulator‟, (2006), 5, available at:
http://www.ncr.org.za/pdfs/Public%20Report.pdf, accessed on 4 August 2015.
60
National Credit Regulator, Annual Report, (2014), available at:
http://www.ncr.org.za/documents/pages/NCR%20AR%202014%20lr.pdf, accessed on 25 August 2015. Debt
Rescue, a debt mediation company, also reports that “South Africa is a deeply indebted country with the total
consumer debt totalling R1.47 trillion. This means that most South Africans owe more than 75% of their gross
monthly income to creditor.
61
Ibid.
62
Act 34 of 2008.
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below as per jurisdictional requirements of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.63 Seemingly, these
types of debts represent the debts of the low income earning individuals in South Africa.64
It should be emphasised from the outset that this paper will only deal with judgments
sounding in money (ad pecuniam solvendam), where the defendant is ordered to pay a sum of
money and thus discussions that ensue below will be limited to such type of judgments.65
This chapter will review the debt collection methods in existence, with the exception of the
EAOs, which will be examined in chapter three (and will be reviewed in detail following
commentary by various legal scholars and legal practitioners).
Moreover, this chapter will briefly discuss the impact of the National Credit Act and the Debt
Collectors Act on the general debt collection mechanisms. Finally, this chapter will consider
the in duplum rule as well as the reckless lending provisions in the National Credit Act, and
the abuses thereof, as contributing factors to the debt problems in South Africa.

2. General Debt Collection Measures in terms of the Magistrates’
Court Act
2.1. Background and context

A large number of low income and over-indebted debtors are indebted to micro lenders,
retailers and other financial institutions.66 These types of debts attract high interest rates and
exorbitant administration and collection costs which make it increasingly difficult for debtors
to break free from the cycle of debt.67 Creditors seek to collect on these debts using various

debt collection mechanisms. However, as per the recent High Court judgment in the matter
of The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and
Correctional Services and Others, which will be examined in detail in chapter three, the
applicants demonstrated that although the debt collection system has evolved, much
improvement is still needed, particularly in so far as EAOs are concerned.68
In light of this background, one has to consider the debt collection mechanisms in existence
to determine the extent to which they may be reformed.
63

Section 29 of Act 32 of 1944; HJ Erasmus & DE Van Loggerenberg Jones and Buckle The Civil Practice of
the Magistrates‟ Courts in South Africa 9 ed (1996) at 305 („Jones & Buckle‟).
64
C Gardner, „The complexity of emolument attachment orders‟ 2007 HR Highway, October, 21.
65
H Coetzee, „The impact of the National Credit Act of civil procedural aspects relating to debt enforcement‟,
University of Pretoria LLM Thesis (2009), 45.
66
C Gardner, „The complexity of emolument attachment orders‟ 2007 HR Highway, October, 21.
67
C Gardner, „The complexity of emolument attachment orders‟ 2007 HR Highway, October, 21.
68
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional
Services and Others (16703/14) [2015] ZAWCHC 99.
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In terms of the Magistrates‟ Court Act, there are five main debt collection mechanisms.
These include:69


Warrants of execution;



Garnishee Orders in terms of section 72;



Administration orders in terms of section 74;



The section 65A enquiry; and



EAOs in terms of section 65J.

Before analysing each of these remedies below, it is prudent to briefly set out the legal
process a creditor would have to follow to enable him to competently execute on an
outstanding debt due to him.

2.2. Process prior to debt collection: Legal steps to be taken in order to secure
judgment
2.2.1. A general overview

Prior to the commencement of legal proceedings the plaintiff will usually send a letter of
demand to the defendant. 70 This serves as a „request for payment or a request for the
performance of a legal obligation‟. It is typically sent in an attempt of resolving the matter
amicably and without engaging in formal litigation, which is often time consuming and
costly.71 Such a demand may take the form of an oral request or a written demand.
Under certain circumstances, such a demand is compulsory. Section 129 of the National
Credit Act, for example, requires a credit provider to draw a consumer‟s default to their
attention in writing and propose that the debtor consults with a debt counsellor, alternative
dispute resolution agent, consumer court or an ombud with the relevant jurisdiction.72 Ten
days after the credit provider has sent this notice and where the consumer has not responded
to such a notice or has responded to it by rejecting the credit provider‟s proposals and
provided the consumer has been in default under such a credit agreement for at least 20
business days, the credit provider may approach the court for an order to enforce such an
agreement.73

69

B Bentley „Separating the baby and the bathwater‟ 2013 De Rebus, March, 2.
Pete et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide, (2010), 93.
71
Ibid.
72
Section 129 of Act 34 of 2008.
73
Section 130 (1) of Act 34 of 2008; see note 219 below.
70
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In the case of Sebola and Another v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd and Another, the
court emphasised the importance of the section 129 notice, holding that
„access to debt counselling and extra-judicial resolution will undoubtedly have their most
potent impact when the guillotine is about to fall. And it is at that point, before the credit
provider resorts to court process, that the legislation insists the consumer should have the
benefit of a notice.‟74

At this stage (i.e. when the creditor has sent a letter of demand or section 129 notice as the
case may be) the debtor may already have incurred costs as the creditor is permitted to charge
the debtor for the costs incurred in the preparation and delivery of the letter of demand.75 This
is the case even where the debtor has paid the debt due and provided the costs so claimed
were stated in the letter of demand.76
Finally, a demand may also take the form of the institution of legal proceedings (i.e. in the
form of a summons), but this is often done as the first step in the legal process and not as a
way of resolving a matter amicably.
Once summons has been issued in court and served on the defendant, either with or without a
letter of demand, the defendant may decide to:


defend the matter on the merits or on technical grounds;77 or



settle the matter out of court by paying the amount claimed from him;78 or



admit to liability and undertake to make payments to the plaintiff in instalments in
terms of s 57 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act;79 or



consent to judgment as provided for in section 58 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.80

According to section 57 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act, a debtor who has received a letter of
demand or summons, may in writing, admit to liability to the plaintiff for the amount

74

2012 (5) SA 142 (CC) at par 60.
Section 56 of Act 32 of 1944.
76
Ibid.
77
Ibid, 31.
78
Ibid, 32.
79
H Coetzee, „The impact of the National Credit Act of civil procedural aspects relating to debt enforcement‟,
University of Pretoria LLM Thesis (2009), 32; Section 57 of Act 32 of 1944.
80
H Coetzee, „The impact of the National Credit Act of civil procedural aspects relating to debt enforcement‟,
University of Pretoria LLM Thesis (2009), 32; Section 58 of Act 32 of 1944.
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claimed, together with costs in the letter or summons. 81 Furthermore, the debtor may
undertake in writing, to pay this amount in instalments and agree that in the event that he
should fail to pay as agreed, the plaintiff may take default judgment against him for the
amount owed as well as costs.82 Thus where the debtor fails to pay the amount as undertaken,
the creditor will be entitled to obtain judgment without further notice.83
Section 58 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act allows a debtor who has received a letter of demand
or summons, to consent unconditionally in writing to judgment in favour of the creditor in
respect of the amount and costs claimed by the creditor. 84 This is intended to operate as a
quick and simple way of resolving the dispute and obtaining judgment. 85 In terms of section
58, „the clerk shall… enter judgment in favour of the plaintiff”, if the consent to judgment
complies with all the formalities of section 58. The clerks of the court must refer the matter
to the court if there is reason to question the plaintiff‟s entitlement to judgment.86
Consequently, this procedure, in terms of sections 57 and 58, has been subject to abuse by
unscrupulous debt collectors and attorneys, particularly for the purposes of obtaining an EAO
against the debtor‟s salary. 87 What follows below are a few examples of such abuses as
perpetrated by some unscrupulous debt collectors and attorneys.88
Firstly, in obtaining a consent to judgment from a debtor, there exists no obligation on the
part of an attorney to ascertain whether the debtor has sufficient financial means to fulfil their
obligations as per the consent to judgment.89 To this end, attorneys and debt collectors often
merely insert the following clause or something similar in preparing such consents to
judgments: „I confirm that after the satisfaction of the Emolument Attachment Order I will
have sufficient means for my own and my dependents‟ maintenance.‟90 Evidently this is not a
true representation of the debtor‟s financial position. Consequently a debtor may not have
81

Section 57 of Act 32 of 1944.
Ibid.
83
H Coetzee, „The impact of the National Credit Act of civil procedural aspects relating to debt enforcement‟,
University of Pretoria LLM Thesis (2009), 32; Section 57 of Act 32 of 1944.
84
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85
C Kotze, „Debt collection: Repealing ss 57 and 58 of Magistrates‟ Courts Act will be short sighted‟, 2010 De
Rebus, September; African Bank v Myambo NO and Others 2010 (6) SA 298 (GNP).
86
Section 58 of Act 32 of 1944; rule 12 (7) of Act 32 of 1944; African Bank Ltd v Additional Magistrate
Myambo NO and Others 2010 (6) SA 298 (GNP) (9 July 2010).
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the financial means to meet their obligations as per the „consent‟ and this may hamper the
debtor‟s financial position as it places more financial constraints on the debtor. Moreover,
many of these debtors do not truly appreciate what it is that they are consenting to as well as
the consequences that it may have.91
Secondly, default judgments in terms of sections 57 or 58 were granted and issued routinely
by the clerks of the court with no judicial oversight. 92 Quite recently, however, with the
amendments to the Rules of the Magistrates‟ Court which require the clerk of the court to
refer the matter to a Magistrate, we have seen the exercise of some judicial oversight over
such default judgments.93 However, this is to be qualified by the fact that this is in respect of
claims arising out of the National Credit Act. 94 Thus, although this is a commendable
amendment, it is somewhat insufficient as it applies solely to debts to which the National
Credit Act applies.95
Thirdly, the Attorneys Act allows the law societies of the various provinces to prescribe
collection commission and attorney-and-client fees in so far as debt collection matters under
their jurisdiction are concerned.96 Moreover, regulation 47 of the NCA can be seen as an
attempt to curtail costs in collection matters. 97 However, it is interesting to note that
regulation 47(b) (ii) still allows for collection costs on an attorney-and-client scale and for
collection commission to be charged in terms of the Attorneys Act. 98 This clearly makes the
debt collection market a lucrative one and operates as an incentive for the exploitation of
debtors.99
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Section 65A (1) of Act 32 of 1944; University of Pretoria Research Report on „The incidence of and the
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Finally, many unscrupulous attorneys use section 45 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act to
circumvent the process.100 This occurs where the attorney incorporates in a debtor‟s consent
to judgment in terms of sections 57 or 58, wording to the effect that the debtor has consented
to the jurisdiction of a specifically named court, one which is usually many kilometers from
where the debtor resides or is employed or the debtor‟s employer‟s place of business. 101
Consequently, it becomes financially difficult if not impossible for many debtors to challenge
such legal proceedings.102
In practice, if a judgment creditor obtains judgment in terms of the section 57 or 58
procedure, it can be implemented swiftly and at a low cost. 103 Such advantages make these
procedures rather lucrative and while many scholars and legal practitioners have called for
the repeal of these sections, others have held that repealing sections like these would be short
sighted as they are amongst the very few sections that operate as effective tools for debt
collectors. It has therefore been suggested that instead of repealing these sections altogether,
effective safeguards should rather be put in place.104

2.2.2. Short cut-judgments

One should take cognisance of the fact that it is not necessary for a trial in the strict sense105
to proceed before the plaintiff can obtain judgment in his favour.106 As discussed above, a
creditor may obtain judgment by consent in terms of sections 57 and 58 of the MCA. Further,
a plaintiff may, even in the absence of consent from the debtor, apply for default or summary
judgment against the defendant.107 Such judgments are also known as short cut judgments.108
Default judgment may be taken where the defendant fails to do either of the following;

100
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Appear at the trial;109



Enter an appearance to defend within the period set out in the summons110; or



To deliver a plea and thereafter having being served a notice of bar in terms of rule
12(1) (b)111, calling upon him to file his plea within 5 days.112

By contrast, summary judgment may be granted where the defendant has entered an
appearance to defend solely for purposes of delay and has no bone fide defence. 113 If
summary judgment is granted the court will grant final judgment without the parties going to
trial. 114 To this end, summary judgment is considered to be a severe and „extraordinary‟
procedure in that it circumvents the audi alteram partem principle which requires both parties
to be heard.115
Due to the fact that summary judgment is such a drastic procedure only certain claims may be
the subject of a summary judgment application.116 These, according to Rule 14 (1) of the
Magistrates‟ Court Rules are claims;117


That are „based on a liquid document;



For a liquidated amount in money;



For delivery of specified movable property ;or



For ejectment‟

A detailed discussion of each of these claims is beyond the scope of this chapter as this
chapter merely seeks to give an overview of debt collection mechanisms that are currently
employed in South Africa as alternatives to EAOs.

109
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2.3. The process following judgment

Once the judgment creditor obtains judgment118 in their favour; either via a trial, a shortcut
judgment, or a consent to judgment by the debtor; the judgment debtor is obliged to comply
with the order and satisfy the debt.119
However, where such a debtor fails, refuses or is reluctant to comply with the order given, the
judgment creditor may elect how to proceed. That is to say he may do nothing or he may
write to the debtor and demand that he complies with the granted order.
Alternatively, the creditor may proceed by way of execution as a formal process of enforcing
or giving effect to the judgment passed.120 This is done by issuing a warrant of execution in
the Magistrates‟ Court.121 It should be noted that where a creditor does not execute against
the debtor within three years from the date judgment was pronounced, he will be barred from
executing against the debtor unless the creditor makes an application to court for the
superannuation of the judgment.122
Other debt collection mechanisms that are available to the judgment creditor include: the
section 65 enquiry, placing a debtor under administration, obtaining an emoluments
attachment order against the debtor, or an application for the attachment of a debtor‟s monies
via a garnishee order, each of which will be discussed below (with the exception of the EAO
which will be discussed at length in chapter 3).

3. The main debt collection mechanisms in South Africa

What follows below is a brief disposition and critique of the four main debt collection
mechanisms that are employed in South Africa.

3.1. The section 65A Enquiry

Where a creditor has decided to proceed by way of a warrant of execution and the return of
service is a nulla bona123, the creditor has various options at his disposal.124 Firstly, he may
118
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apply for the debtor to be placed under sequestration.125 However, this is a costly application
as it is brought in the High Court. 126 Furthermore, such an application may prove to be
ineffective if the debtor does not have assets that can be realised for the benefit of the
debtor‟s creditors.127
Alternatively a creditor may opt to use the 65A enquiry which is a method of debt collection
contained in section 65 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act. 128 According to this method, an
enquiry is set up at which the financial position of the judgment debtor is fully assessed in
order to establish how much the judgment debtor can afford to pay the judgment creditor in
satisfaction of their debt.129 The purpose of this enquiry is to determine the debtor‟s income
and expenses in order to ascertain the extent to which the debtor is able to pay the
outstanding debt, albeit in instalments.130
Once the full financial position of the debtor is determined the court will make an order with
regards to the monthly instalment amounts that the debtor is able to reasonably afford. 131 It is
also possible for the court to order that the debtor be placed under administration at this
stage.132
In the past this enquiry was made more effective by the threat of arrest in the event of failure
to pay any due instalment - imprisoned for being in contempt of court (disobeying an order of
the court).133 However, imprisonment for failure to satisfy a judgment debt was eventually
declared unconstitutional in the case of Coetzee v Government of the Republic of South
Africa, Matiso and Others v Commanding Officer, Port Elizabeth Prison and Others134. This
judgment has seemingly weakened the creditor‟s remedy for an unsatisfied debt as it has
apparently removed the fear of a harsh sanction.135
It should be noted that it is possible for the judgment debtor to make a written offer to the
creditor to pay the debt in instalments, prior to the commencement of the section 65A (1)
125
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proceedings.136 Consequently, if the judgment creditor accepts the offer, it may be presented
by the creditor to the clerk of the court and made an order of the court. 137 To this end, it is
deemed to be an order in terms of section 65A (1).138
It seems that one of the distinguishing factors between the section 65A financial enquiry and
administration (both of which will be discussed below) is that administration is usually done
on a voluntary basis, whereby the debtor makes an application in terms of section 65I,
whereas the section 65A enquiry need not be initiated by the debtor himself and is usually
instigated by a creditor.139
Essentially, section 65A is seemingly useful as it requires a debtor to appear in court where
his true financial position is revealed and he is ordered to make payments to the creditor
which the court deems to be just and equitable.140
Although the section 65A enquiry may be a useful mechanism it lacks appropriate sanctions
(such as imprisonment for failure to satisfy the judgment debt) which reduce its effectiveness
and utility.141 It is for this reason that a creditor may decide to proceed by way of execution
against the debtor‟s property.

3.2. Execution by obtaining a warrant of execution and attaching the property of the
debtor

In practice, once judgment has been granted, the judgment debtor is usually given some time
to satisfy the judgment.142 During this time, the judgment debtor may make arrangements
with the attorney representing the judgment creditor as to payments of the judgment debt,
interest and costs. 143 If this is done, there is no need to issue a warrant of execution. 144
However, where no arrangements are made and no agreement exists between the judgment
debtor and the judgment creditor‟s attorney, which is usually the case, the judgment creditor
may arrange for a warrant of execution to be issued by the clerk of the court and delivered to
the sheriff for the purposes of attachment.145
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The warrant serves the purpose of instructing the sheriff to attach the property of the
judgment debtor so that if the judgment debt remains unpaid after the attachment the
attachment property can be sold at a public auction and the proceeds used to pay the money
owed to the judgment creditor.146 Execution is usually effected through the attachment and
sale of property.147 At this stage the property to be attached is pointed out by the debtor to the
sheriff who will compile an inventory of all the moveable property attached (as much as is
needed to satisfy the writ) as well as its value.148
The movable property is then stored by the sheriff until instructed by the execution creditor
or the court to publically sell (auction) the property for cash in order to satisfy the debt.149
The date for the appointed sale shall not be less than 15 days after attachment and, not later
than 10 days prior to the sale date, the execution creditor must, after consulting the sheriff,
prepare a notice of sale and provide two copies to the sheriff to enable him to affix one copy
to the court house (or another building where the court is situated or alternatively a place that
is near to the sale venue).150
It should be noted that an attachment lapses after four months from the date of attachment
unless a sale in execution is pending or where this period is extended by an order of court.151
Moreover, only property belonging to the debtor may be attached. 152 This means that the
process may be further frustrated by interpleader applications by credit providers or other
persons claiming ownership over the property, many of which could be false claims. 153
Furthermore, such sales in execution may also generate very little return yet the costs of
initiating them are high.154
Section 66 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act requires a judgment creditor to attach the movable
property of the debtor first and only if this proves to be insufficient may the judgment
creditor then proceed to attach the immovable property of a judgment debtor; however, the
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latter is an extreme and complicated process. 155 In this regard, in the case of Jaftha v
Schoeman and Others; Van Rooen v and others, the Constitutional Court held that section 66
(1) (a) of the MCA is unconstitutional in so far as it allows for the attachment of the
immovable property of a debtor without judicial oversight.156 The court decided this in light
of the fact that section 66 (1) (a) violates section 26 (1) of the Constitution which guarantees
the right to adequate housing.157
Following this landmark decision, and as per amendments made to the Magistrates‟ Court
Rules, the immovable property of a debtor may only be attached once the court, after taking
into account all the relevant circumstances, makes an order declaring the property specially
executable.158 To this end a creditor is to make an application to the court with a supporting
affidavit for the attachment of immovable property.159 The supporting affidavit must allege,
inter alia:160


Whether there are any other means of satisfying the judgment;



The debtor‟s family situation and that of other occupants of the property;



Whether the NCA applies and if so, the extent to which it has been complied with;
and



The prescribed allegations relating to constitutional rights.

Moreover, the creditor must give notice (in the form required by section 66 2(a) of the
Magistrates‟ Court Act) to the debtor and any other persons residing on the property or
having an interest in the property.161 The purpose of this notice is to advise all parties with an
interest in the property of the proposed execution and it affords interested parties the
opportunity to make submissions before the court (either in the form of an affidavit or via
viva voce).162
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It may be held that the Jaftha case has brought about significant change in so far as judicial
oversight over attachment of a debtor‟s immovable property is concerned.

This is

commendable in light of our constitutional dispensation that fortifies an individual‟s right to
housing in terms of section 26. However, such a constraint on the part of a creditor who may
not easily attach a debtor‟s immovable property to satisfy their debt may operate as a
contributing factor to making an EAO more plausible, effective and attractive to a creditor.
Consequently, due to the fact that the average debtor is generally a low income earner and
vulnerable member of society, he may not have movable or immovable property of a
substantial value or may not own any property at all, thereby reducing the execution process
to redundancy.163 Furthermore, in many instances debtors may purport to hold no assets while
concealing assets in an attempt to frustrate the execution process.164 This seemingly makes
this execution process costly, time consuming and, at times, almost redundant or nugatory.
The execution process therefore proves to be a complex process with little incentive or
reward unless the debtor has significant property, which in most cases involving low income
earners is not the case.165 Thus, a creditor may feel compelled to employ other collection
mechanisms such as EAOs or garnishee orders. The debtor, on the other hand, may wish to
obtain some form of relief, whilst simultaneously ensuring that his creditors are paid, by
instituting an application to be placed under administration or seeking some form of debtrelief under the recently promulgated National Credit Act (which will be discussed below at
page 40, heading 5.).

3.3. Administration orders
3.3.1. A general overview
An administration order is an order of the court that allows for a debtor‟s outstanding
amounts to be restructured such that he is required to pay a specified amount of money to an
administrator, who will then distribute the amount to the debtor‟s creditors on a pro rata
basis.166
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Administration orders are often regarded as a modified form of insolvency that can be applied
to three categories of persons, namely;167


a debtor against whom judgment has been taken but who cannot pay the amount
immediately;



a debtor against whom no judgment has been taken, but who is unable to meet his
financial obligations and does not have sufficient assets capable of attachment to
satisfy such liabilities;



a debtor against whom judgment has been taken for money, who has been called
before the court for an inquiry into his financial position and applies for an order
placing his estate under administration.

Such orders are regulated by section 74 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act which provides that
(1) where a debtora) is unable forthwith to pay the amount of any judgment obtained against him in court, or to
meet his financial obligations and has not sufficient assets capable of attachment to satisfy
such judgment or obligations; and
b) states that the total amount of all his debts due does not exceed the amount determined by
the Minister from time to time by notice in the Gazette168,
Such court or the court of the district in which the debtor resides or carries on business or is
employed may, upon application by the debtor or under section 65I, subject to such
conditions as the court may deem fit with regard to security, preservation or disposal of
assets, realization of movables subject to hypothec (except movables referred to in section 34
bis of the Land Bank Act 1944(Act No 13 of 1944), or otherwise, make an order in this Act
called an administration order) providing for administration of his estate and for the payment
of his debts in instalments or otherwise.169

According to section 74 (2) of the Magistrates‟ Court Act, an administration order shall not
be invalidated solely because the debtor‟s debts are found to exceed R50 000.170 However, in
such a case the court may, if it deems fit, rescind the order. 171 This seems to suggest an
element of flexibility in so much as the granting of administration orders is concerned.
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Typically, however, it appears that this procedure is most often used in instances where the
debt is below R50 000.00.
The purpose of the administration order is to assist the debtor over a period of financial
embarrassment without the need for sequestration. 172 The effect of the order is that the
debtor‟s payments will be restructured by an administrator, thus granting the debtor
temporary relief from the predations of creditors.173 In this sense an administration order is
best described as a „debt relief measure‟. 174 The provisions of section 74 are therefore
designed to obtain some form of concursus creditorum easily, quickly and inexpensively.

175

While an administration order is intended to be a form of protection for the debtor and
beneficial to creditors as they obtain a certain amount from the debtor towards the settlement
of the debt, it has been subject to many abuses (which will be discussed immediately below)
which impede it from achieving its purpose.176
3.3.2. Possible abuses in administration orders
According to section 74 E, the court shall appoint an administrator. 177 However, the Act is
silent as to the requirements that a person must fulfil in order to become an administrator.
This has led to the courts appointing as administrators persons without appropriate
qualifications. 178 For example, people with unsettled debts, people who are also currently
under administration and people who have been struck off the roll attorneys for
misconduct.179 The appointment of persons who may be incapable of assisting the debtor in
restructuring their debts may thus defeat the very purpose of administration which is debt
relief for the consumer.
Section 74 E (3) provides that an administrator who is not an officer of the court (that is to
say, not an attorney), is required to give security to the satisfaction of the court.180 It has been
found that certain persons or entities try to avoid this burden by entering into arrangements
172
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with attorneys in terms of which the attorney will pose as the appointed administrator and
front for the administration company.181
It has also been reported that a large number of debtors are misled or given inaccurate or
incomplete information with regards to the process of administration.182 For example, they
are rarely advised of the cost implications of the court application, the administrator‟s fees as
well as the effect that the administration order will have on them. 183 Thus consumers are
disempowered and cannot be said to have made an informed decision when entering into the
administration process.
In many instances debtors who are under administration incur further debt without disclosing
the fact that they have been placed under administration to the new creditor.184 It has also
been noted that administrators often collude indirectly in this process so as to generate more
business for themselves.185
3.3.3. Some practical difficulties experienced with the current administration order
procedure
3.3.3.1. General difficulties

The general belief by practitioners is that the current R50 000 limitation (only debtors with
debts less than R50 000 may apply for administration) should be adjusted. 186 Most
commentators propose an increase to R100 000, while one commentator proposed R150 000
and another no limitation at all.187
Reasons in support of this increase include the fact that this amount no longer reflects
inflation rates and it does not take into account the large number of individuals that are
heavily indebted in excess of this amount. Furthermore, the cap excludes debtors whose
debts exceed R50 000 but cannot prove advantage to their creditors in order to be placed in
sequestration in terms of the Insolvency Act.188
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Another difficulty with administration orders is that they exclude debtors whose debts are a
party to credit agreements as contemplated in the NCA and who cannot qualify for debt
review.189 The end result of this is that there is a category of debtors who do not qualify for
administration, debt review and sequestration but who are over-indebted and unable to pay
their debts as they fall due.190 Not only does this operate unfavourably to a debtor who is in
financial distress but it also operates to the detriment of creditors who have limited recourse
in claiming their unpaid debts from debtors.191
As far as the position of administrators is concerned, the following issues were raised:192


Some believe that only practising attorneys should be allowed to take appointments as
administrators whilst others call for the preservation of the status quo but with more
regulation.



An important aspect that has not been given sufficient attention is the fact that the
administration order has no time limit. In theory a debtor can thus remain under
administration for the rest of his or her life. In principle, this is unacceptable and
other systems propose a three to five year period for the repayment of the debt in
general.

In the case of Anglo American Platinum Ltd and Others v Jacomina Johanna Pienaar and
Others193 the Applicant, being a company acting on behalf of its employees who were under
the administration of the respondents, sought declaratory relief concerning:


The first to third respondents' unlawful and/or unprofessional conduct in recovering excessive
fees from the third to ninth applicants, under s 74K of the MCA;



The administrator's duty to account to the debtor for fees and costs that she incurs in the
administration;



The relationship between the provisions of the MCA and the provisions of the National Credit
Act 34 of the 2005 ("The NCA);



The maximum fees and costs that can be recovered by an administrator; and
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The circumstances in which, and the terms on which, the administrator can add new creditors
to be repaid through the administration regime.194

In this case, the applicants alleged that the respondents had overcharged the applicants by
deducting 44% of the payment amount, in contravention of section 74L which entitles an
administrator to deduct no more than 12,5% of the payment received.195
Although the provisions of the MCA clearly provide that new creditors cannot receive any
dividend until the original creditors (that is, creditors at the time the administration order was
granted) have been repaid in full, the respondents consistently continued to pay new creditors
on equal footing with pre-existing creditors.196 In this regard, the respondents were requested
by the applicants to explain the legal basis on which they did so.197 Although still pending,
this case depicts how the administration process may be abused by administrators who charge
debtors under administration in excess of what they are permitted to charge in terms of the
Magistrates‟ Court Act.
Moreover, it seems that many administrators often persuade debtors to be placed under
administration even where it will not be beneficial to the debtor, thereby acting solely in their
own interests. 198 For example, many debtors who would benefit by negotiating with their
creditors for a reduction in instalments are often persuaded to undergo administration and this
extends the debtor‟s payments significantly199 This has been considered to amount to touting
and is in contravention of the Attorneys Act.
Before the commencement of the National Credit Act calls were made for the abolishment of
administration orders on the basis that the NCA would adversely affect such administration
orders. The reasons advanced for the proposed abolishment are discussed below.
3.3.3.2. Over-indebtedness because of delictual claims

According to section 79 of the National Credit Act, where it appears from the information
available that a consumer is unable or will not be able to satisfy his obligations under a credit
agreement to which he is a party at the time, in a timeous manner, the consumer will be
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regarded as being over- indebted. 200 Delictual claims are not contemplated as credit
agreements in terms of section 8.201 The difficulty that this presents consumers with is that a
consumer who becomes over-indebted as a result of a delictual claim against him will not be
afforded the same protection as a consumer who is over indebted as a result of a credit
agreement as defined in section 8.202Thus, for example, a person who has become excessively
indebted as a result of a delictual claim against them (e.g. arising out of a motor vehicle
collision) will not be able to include this debt in their application for administration. This
clearly has the result of excluding an entire host of debtors and operating to their detriment.203
3.3.3.3. Indefinite period of administration

The provisions of the Magistrates‟ Court Act that deal with administration orders (section 74)
do not stipulate a time frame for the administration process to run. At best, they provide that
the process is terminated when the debtor fulfils all his obligations; that is to say, when all
costs and creditors have been paid in full.204 This means that debtors may be trapped in the
administration process indefinitely and this operates contrary to the fundamental purpose of
administration orders which is debt relief. In this regard, it has been proposed that should
administration orders remain in effect, a clause should be introduced in the Magistrates‟
Court Act which specifies the number of years205 following the granting of the administration
order, in which the debtor is discharged from the process.206
In practice, the administration process often fails as many debtors are unable to make regular
payments as per the administration order. 207 Moreover, the administration process is of a
limited scope as it only caters for debtors with debts that are less than R50 000 in value.208
Furthermore, due to the fact that there is no stipulated timeframe for the discharging of debts,
the process becomes indefinite and amounts to nothing more than the rescheduling of the
debtor‟s instalments. The administration process therefore seems to echo and mirror the debt
review process in terms of the NCA (discussed below) which is also not particularly
200
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successful.209 It is therefore evident that in order for this debt collection mechanism to be
effective, various checks should be put in place. 210 For example, a regulatory body for
administrators should be established, as was done in the case of debt collectors in the Debt
Collectors Act.211

3.4. Section 72 Garnishee applications

A judgment creditor who has obtained judgment in their favour may elect to utilise the
garnishee procedure.212
Section 72 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act allows a creditor to attach a debt which accrues to
the debtor, in satisfaction of the creditor‟s claim.213 The matter is then effectively between the
garnishee and the creditor as should the garnishee fail or refuse to pay in terms of the
garnishee order the creditor may proceed against him or proceed in terms of the section 65A
enquiry.214
Garnishee orders are to be distinguished from EAOs in that garnishee orders allow a
judgment creditor attach a debt due to the judgment debtor, whereas an EAO allows a
judgment creditor to attach a portion of the debtor‟s salary in satisfaction of his claim.215
An application for a garnishee order is an ex parte application and such an application must
be supported by an affidavit or affirmation or a certificate by the applicant‟s attorney.216 Once
the court is satisfied that all the papers are in order it will make an order to the effect that the
person owing the amount to the debtor pay the amount directly to the creditor, failing which
that he appear before the court to show good cause as why he should not be required to pay
the amount to the creditor.217
Good cause for not being required to pay the debt may include the debtor disputing liability
to the judgment creditor, raising a set off against the judgment creditor, alleging a valid
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counter- claim against the judgment creditor or alleging that some other person has laid claim
on the debt in question.218
If the garnishee fails to show good cause as to why he should not be held liable for the debt or
fails to appear in court on the set date, the court may order that the garnishee pay the debt,
failing which, the judgment creditor may execute against the garnishee.219
It is clear from all the above mentioned methods of debt collection that in order to satisfy his
claim, the creditor must obtain judgment first and thereafter proceed with execution against
the creditor. This can be a very lengthy, costly, complicated and expensive process which
can work to both the creditor and debtor‟s disadvantage as they incur expenses in litigation
so, often, an amicable solution is the best for all parties involved.

4. The impact of the National Credit Act on the general debt collection
mechanisms in the Magistrates’ Court Act: A brief overview

Chapter 6, part C of the NCA deals specifically with debt enforcement procedures of a credit
agreement as contemplated in the Act.220 These cannot be read in isolation and must therefore
be read with the general debt collection measures discussed above. This is significant in light
of the fact that many EAOs that granted by the courts arise out of credit agreements which
are regulated by the National Credit Act. It is therefore important to take cognisance of the
impact that the NCA has on debt collection measures as regulated by the Magistrates‟ Court
Act.
The National Credit Act, being a piece of legislation that serves to provide new approaches to
debt enforcement on the one hand, whilst also striving to achieve debt relief on the other
hand, has significantly influenced the debt collection system in South Africa. 221It also seeks
to protect consumers.222
Amongst the important provisions of the NCA that have impacted on the debt collection
measures alluded to above is section 129(1) (a) which requires a credit provider to send a
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letter of demand to the debtor prior to approaching a court of law to enforce their rights under
the credit agreement.223
In the matter of Kubyana v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd the court held that the purpose
of this section is to draw the debtor‟s attention to his default and notify him of the various
options that he has in order to remedy this default.224 The court held further that the creditor
is regarded as having dispatched such notice where, in the case of a postage, the creditor can
prove that he has delivered the notice to the correct address and that (through a notice from
the post office) the notice has arrived at the designated address.225
Further, in the matter of African Bank Limited v Additional Magistrate Myambo N.O and
others, the court had to decide whether a debtor to a credit agreement in terms of the NCA
can validly consent to judgment in terms of section 58 of the MCA and if so, what
implications will the NCA have on the procedure set out in section 58.226 Holding that the
NCA does not repeal section 58 but instead operates alongside it, the court held that a credit
provider seeking to obtain judgment by consent against a debtor has to comply with section
129 of the NCA. This case depicts the importance of this section as creditors are obliged to
comply with the section 129 notice prior to issuing summons to a debtor.
Following this landmark decision as well as the amendments to the Magistrates‟ Court Rules,
there are more stringent requirements for a creditor (in respect of a debt arising out of the
NCA) to comply with, such as the mandatory issuance of the section 129 notice. 227 This
seemingly contributes to making the debt collection mechanisms in terms of the Magistrates‟
Court Act less functional and effective as opposed to EAOs.
Another difficulty presented by section 129 is the issue of delivery.228 At what point can a
creditor claim to have delivered the notice and fulfilled his obligations?229 Although many
courts differed over the issue of delivery the Constitutional Court in the case of Kubyana v
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd (CC) settled the matter.230 In this case the court held that a
creditor may be held to have complied with delivery where he has delivered the notice as per
223
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the debtor‟s instructions to the address nominated by the debtor.231 Moreover, he is required
to deliver the notice by registered mail and once the post office has sent the notification to the
debtor‟s address, the onus then shifts to the debtor to prove that the notice did not come to his
attention and provide supporting reasons in this regard.232
For present purposes the primary thrust of the NCA is that creditors, where credit agreements
are involved (which is more often than not) must comply with the provisions of the NCA and
this will mean, invariably, that the creditor must send out a compulsory demand in terms of
section 129 before issuing summons.

Further, where a creditor seeks to take default

judgment, in practice many jurisdictions of the Magistrate‟s court require the creditor to
demonstrate compliance with the NCA.

5. Debt relief under the National Credit Act

Debt collection and debt relief mechanisms are inextricably linked in South Africa. Where
debt relief is afforded to the debtor by either setting aside the credit agreement in question or
suspending it, the debtor is believed to be in a better position (financially) to settle his debts.
A brief discussion of one of the debt relief measures as provided for in the NCA is therefore
essential to this study.233

5.1. Debt Review

Debt review is a procedure whereby a debt counsellor reviews a debtor‟s outstanding
instalments in attempt to re-arrange the debtor‟s repayment plan in consultation with the
debtor‟s creditors.234
An application for debt review may be made in terms of section 86 of the National Credit Act
which requires a consumer to „apply to a debt counsellor in the prescribed manner and form
to have the consumer declared over-indebted.235 An application for debt review may not be
made in respect of, and does not apply to, a particular credit agreement if at the time of that
application the credit provider under that credit agreement has proceeded to take the steps
contemplated in section 129 to enforce that agreement.‟236
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This section does not allow for a debt counsellor to accept an application for debt review
where the consumer is not over-indebted.237
Also quite pertinent to this discussion is section 86 (10) which provides that where a
consumer is in default under a credit agreement, whilst the debtor is under debt review, the
credit provider may give notice to terminate the review within 60 days from the date on
which the consumer had applied for debt review. 238 This has the effect of allowing the
creditor to exclude their credit agreement from the debt review process.
The advantage, however, of these debt review proceedings is that unless a debt counsellor has
rejected the consumer‟s application for debt review or if the consumer has defaulted under a
credit agreement that is being reviewed in terms of section 86 of the National Credit Act a
credit provider who has received notice of court proceedings for the re-arrangement of the
debtor‟s obligations (as contemplated in section 83 or 85) may not exercise or enforce his
rights or security under such a credit agreement through litigation or any other judicial
means.239 This effectively means that actions relating to credit agreements in question are
stayed during the debt review process.
At the National Debt Mediation Conference in 2012 Paul Slot, the President of the Debt
Counsellors Association of South Africa (DCASA), revealed that at least 56 percent of
consumers used more than 75 per cent of their monthly income to repay debt.240 This means
that consumers are left with 25 per cent of their income to pay household expenses such as
food, education and transport.241 This is an astonishing figure considering the fact that debt
counselling is meant to relieve the consumer from financial distress. Slot holds that the cause
of this problem is that often during an application for credit consumers do not disclose their
full budget costs to creditors who then in turn deduct immense instalments thus exacerbating
the debtor‟s financial distress.242
Once a debtor under debt counselling repays their debt the debt counsellors issue to them a
Clearance Certificate which means that the consumer now qualifies for new debt. 243
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However, according to Slot, this is not the case as a consumer‟s status at the credit bureau
remains the same until the credit provider updates their systems.244 As a result of such a delay
consumers find it very difficult to apply for new credit.245
Another important issue that needs attention is that of the conduct of the debt counsellors. It
is alleged that many debt counsellors act improperly especially to induce the debtor into
entering into the debt counselling process. For example, some debt counsellors allegedly fail
to give sufficient information pertaining to the debt review process.246 This is contrary to the
debt counselling principles and guidelines set up by the National Credit Regulator, which
require a debt counsellor to convey to a debtor, prior to initiating the debt review process,
what debt review is, the process to be followed as well as the consequences of debt review
amongst other things.247
Another difficulty that debt review presents is the issue of end balance differences. These
occur when a consumer applies for debt review and pending the application process the
creditor continues to add interest to the debtor‟s debt thus causing a difference in the amounts
owing by the debtor as reflected on the Payment Distribution Agency‟s (PDAs) system and
those reflected in the creditors‟ system.248 As a result of this difference, the consumer has to
pay the difference to the creditor despite being notified by the PDA that they have fulfilled all
their obligations under the debt review process.249
Although the PDAs have tried to assist in reducing the difference somewhat by making sure
that they add interest to the balance of the debt counsellor right away,

250

the creditor‟s

computer will have added some interest and fees during that short time period.251 Some debt
counsellors have proposed that the figure in the original certificate of balance should be the
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final amount owing by the debtor whilst others have called for some kind of a middle ground
between the amount reflected on the PDAs system and that of the creditors‟ system.252
Finally, one has to take cognisance of the fact that „the NCA contains no provisions in terms
of which a credit provider may compel a consumer to comply with a section 138 consent
order or with a court-induced restructuring order‟.253 This indicates that perhaps debt review
may not be particularly effective or beneficial to the creditor who is seeking to receive at least
part of what is owed to them.

6. The in duplum rule

The in duplum rule is aimed at inter alia, protecting consumers from unscrupulous lenders
who attempt to collect exorbitant amounts of interest from debtors. 254 Whether this purpose is
achieved or not, as discussed below, is a different question altogether.
One of the discrepancies that has been observed in debt collection is the abuse of the in
duplum rule by some attorneys and debt collectors who charge defaulting debtors amounts of
interest that are in excess of the principal amount.255 This rule originated at common law
(Roman Law) 256 and was thereafter codified (albeit in a modified form) in statute, in
particular, the NCA as discussed below.257

6.1. At common law

This rule provides that once interest charged on a principal debt becomes equal to the amount
of the principal debt then such interest cannot accrue any further and thus ceases to run. 258
Once the debtor pays a portion of the debt this decreases the interest, thereby reviving the
running of interest to the point at which the interest equals the principal debt once again.259
The court has also ruled that „the in duplum rule is not applicable in respect of arrear interest
accruing after the creditor has commenced proceedings to enforce payment of the debt.‟260
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Many creditors have sought to avoid the effect of the in duplum rule by initiating litigation
proceedings against their debtors for the amounts owed.261 However this process has proven
to be quite costly and does not seem to be beneficial to either the debtor or the creditor.262
It is for this reason that many creditors try to circumvent the in duplum rule by novation.263
Novation occurs where an obligation is discharged such that another obligation substitutes the
former obligation. 264 For example, the creditor and debtor could agree to extinguish the
existing debt and substitute it with a new one before interest on the old debt has accumulated
to equal the capital amount; thereby avoiding the in duplum rule coming into operation.265 It
appears that this is not only beneficial to the creditor who is able to avoid the in duplum rule.

6.2. The statutory in duplum rule

The common law in duplum rule has been codified in a somewhat adapted form in section
103 (5) of the National Credit Act which provides that:
…amounts contemplated in section 101 (1) (b) to (g) that accrue during the time that
a consumer is in default under the credit agreement may not, in aggregate, exceed the
unpaid balance of the principal debt under that credit agreement as at the time that
the defaults occurs.266
It should be noted that the amounts contemplated in section 101 (1) (b) to (g) are initiation
fees, service fees, interest and collection costs, to name a few.267 Thus the statutory rule is
wider in that, unlike the common law which only covers interest, the statutory rule
encompasses other costs as well.268
The existence of such a statutory in duplum rule does not negate the common law rule as the
Supreme Court of Appeal in the case of Nedbank Limited and Others v The National Credit
Regulator and Another held that the statutory rule is distinct and applies to all those credit
agreements that are regulated by the National Credit Act.269 This means that the common law
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rule will apply to all those debts to which the NCA does not apply.270 The in duplum rule has
also been described as an indirect debt relief mechanism in that it precludes interest from
accumulating to a certain point thus precluding a creditor from claiming an excessive amount
of interest and relieving debtors who are financially distressed of an additional financial
burden.271
Though this rule is clearly mandatory and in operation, some debt collectors, attorneys and
creditors abuse this rule, disregard it and simply fail to observe it thus operating as a
contributing factor to the irregularities within the debt collection system in South Africa. 272
Out of frustration, Peter Rafferty, an attorney at Raffertys Incorporated in Centurion has
exclaimed that many practising attorneys disregard the mechanisms of section 103 and the in
duplum rule so as to exploit the unknowing debtor. He further states that many of these
attorneys are of the opinion that the fee caps imposed by section 103 do not apply to lawyers‟
fees, which is incorrect.273
It is rather concerning that some legal practitioners who are meant to be upholding the law
seem to be attempting to circumvent and abuse it, thereby negatively affecting vulnerable
debtors who may either lack the sufficient knowledge to raise such issues or, even where they
do not, simply cannot afford legal representation in this regard. This is especially concerning
as procedures such as debt review stem from the NCA which is a fairly new piece of
legislation that is aimed at, inter alia, ensuring better regulation in so far as credit control is
concerned. 274 Whether or not it is achieving this purpose is another question altogether.
However, what has become evident is that there is a need for an effective debt collection
mechanism that balances the rights of debtors and creditors reasonably.

7. Reckless lending

In addition to the failure on the part of participants such as debt collectors, creditors and
attorney‟s to adhere to the in duplum rule, many of these participants also fail to adhere to the
reckless lending provisions when granting credit as provided for in the National Credit Act.
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Consequently, debtors who are financially distressed become trapped in the cycle of debt.
This makes it even more difficult for creditors to collect on debts owed to them.
The preamble to the National Credit Act aims to promote the responsible granting of credit
and to this extent, prohibits reckless lending.275
Section 3(c) further elaborates on this objective by indicating that one of the purposes of the
NCA is promoting responsibility in the credit market by encouraging responsible borrowing,
avoidance of over-indebtedness and fulfilment of financial obligations by consumers; and
discouraging reckless credit granting by credit providers and contractual default by
consumers.276

According to section 81 of the NCA, prior to granting credit to a consumer, the creditor is
required to take reasonable steps in assessing that the consumer understands the proposed
credit agreement in so far as costs, risks and the consumer‟s obligations are concerned. 277
Furthermore, the creditor has to assess the consumer‟s credit history, their „existing financial
means, prospects and obligations‟.278 A failure on the part of the credit provider to conduct
such an assessment will render the credit agreement reckless as contemplated in section 80 of
the Act.279 It will also be deemed to be reckless lending if the credit provider conducted an
assessment which indicated that the consumer would not have the financial means to enter
into to such an agreement or where it is clear that such a consumer did not understand the
risks and costs associated with the agreement and the credit provider nevertheless continued
to enter into such an agreement with the consumer.280
It is interesting to note that section 82281 allows a creditor to determine its own evaluative
mechanism, subject to the guidelines published by the National Credit Regular (NCR).
Unfortunately, to date no such guidelines have been published by the NCR.282 It is rather
alarming that credit providers are given so much autonomy over their obligations in terms of
the NCA given the risk that this poses to debtors who may be vulnerable to precarious
creditors.
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Where a credit agreement is found to be reckless the court may make an order declaring it as
such and set is aside wholly or in part where it is just and reasonable to do so. 283
Alternatively, the court may suspend the agreement284, determine whether the consumer is
over-indebted and if this is the case the court may make an order that the debtor be placed
under debt review in terms of section 87 of the Act285.
A defence that is available to a credit provider who is accused of reckless lending is that the
consumer had failed truthfully to answer the questions put them by the credit provider as part
of the assessment contemplated in section 81 thus materially affecting the creditor‟s ability to
make a proper assessment in this regard.286 Once again, this may be abused by creditors who
may not conduct reasonable assessments, engage in reckless lending and then argue that the
debtor did not disclose their important information fully and honestly. It appears, however,
that the courts will be critical of this in their determination as to whether the credit provider
has engaged in reckless lending or not.287
It is accepted that the National Credit Act has attempted to curb the debt problem in South
Africa and perhaps it has to a certain extent. However, unscrupulous creditors and debt
collectors have, as indicated above, found ways to circumvent the requirements of the Act,
whilst some have simply disregarded the Act altogether.288

8. The Impact of the Debt Collectors Act on debt collection in South
Africa

Significantly, the Debt Collectors Act establishes a council of debt collectors which serves
the purpose of regulating debt collectors.289 Debt collectors in this regard refer to attorneys or
other persons who are employed to collect on debt in consideration for payment.290 To this
end the Act provides for the formulation of a code of conduct to regulate debt collectors. 291
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Such a regulatory body is evidently needed for other debt collection mechanisms as well, for
example in so far as administrators are concerned.
Furthermore, the Act sets out specific offences that may be committed by debt collectors as
well as the relevant sanctions in this regard.292 More importantly, the Act stipulates what fees
a debt collector may recover.

Many debt collectors fail to adhere to this and this is

disappointing.293
In addition to the provisions of the Debt Collectors Act, attorneys who practice in debt
collection are further regulated by the Attorneys Act.294 Although the Attorneys Act does not
specifically deal with fees that may be levied by attorneys on collection, section 69 (d)
empowers each law society to determine applicable tariffs payable to practitioners in respect
of professional services rendered by them where no other law prescribes them. 295 These
tariffs will be discussed in detail in chapter three.
What is interesting to note, and is rather frustrating even on the part of fellow attorneys, is the
lack of adherence to these tariffs by some attorneys which results in high fees being charged
against debtors with the result that the prospect of debtors getting out of the debt cycle that
they are trapped in is diminished.296

9. Conclusion

It is evident that creditors have limited options in so far as debt collection is concerned as in
essence they may either attempt to negotiate with the debtor and reach a settlement amicably
(which seldom occurs) or they may obtain civil judgment against the debtor and execute
against their estate. Such litigation proves to be costly and lengthy. Furthermore, the debt
collection mechanisms such as administration orders, the 65A inquiry and debt review (under
the NCA) were initially effective but due to either ambiguity and/or discrepancies in the
legislation governing them, or abuse in the administration thereof; have proved to be rather
ineffective and problematic for the reasons discussed above.
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Moreover, though the legislature has attempted to afford debtors some protection and better
regulate the debt collection system through the in duplum rule and the reckless lending
provisions in the NCA, these attempts appear to have been almost fruitless. This has made
EAOs (as a debt collection measure) effective and lucrative which justifies their increase in
usage. The question that emerges, however, is whether such mechanism sufficiently serves
its purpose as an effective, ethical and legally compliant debt collection mechanism. This
issue will be examined in the following chapter.

Chapter Three: Emoluments Attachment Orders (EAOs)
1. Background

With a total value of new credit granted increasing from R110.18 billion to R117.64 billion
for the quarter ending December 2014, it is evident that the need for credit is increasing.297
The basic premise behind the granting of credit is that it should enable consumers to purchase
and finance items (such as cars, houses and tertiary education) that they would not otherwise
have been able to using their current and tangible incomes.298 This is done by enabling them
to pay off items purchased on credit in instalments over an extended period of time.299 Thus it
may be said that „credit unlocks a diverse range of opportunities, some of which are
economic, others educational and yet others simply improvement of standard of living‟.300
In addition to the need for access to credit, is the need for effective debt collection as it has
been held that the cost of slow and non-collection of debt is invariably passed on to other
debtors. 301 That is to say, that slow payers and debtors that fail to pay off their debts
adversely affect new borrowers as they effectively have to bear such costs associated with
slow and non-payers.
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could increase by 72 800.304 Given such an impact there is a clearly existing strong incentive
for the proper regulation of debt collection in South Africa.
In chapter two an analysis was made with regards to the various modes of debt collection
with the exception of the EAO. It became evident that the debt collection mechanisms
discussed therein, such as execution, proved to be problematic in one respect or another. The
EAO has thus become a very plausible debt collection mechanism, being identified as one of
the most effective, expeditious and cost-effective debt collection mechanisms in South
Africa.305
This chapter will critically analyse EAOs with reference to the legislative framework that
governs them as well as reports prepared by the University of Pretoria regarding EAOs and
irregularities observed in them. Moreover, this chapter will draw on the watershed case of
The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic and Others v The Minister of Justice and
Correctional Services and Others („the Stellenbosch case‟) which has had a significant
impact on EAOs.

2. The Emoluments Attachment Order: A brief overview

An EAO is an order of the court that is made in terms of section 65J of the Magistrates‟ Court
Act.306 This order allows a judgment creditor to collect the amount owed to him from the
judgment debtor in monthly or weekly instalments which are deducted by the debtor‟s
employer from the debtor‟s salary. 307 The garnishee-employer (debtor‟s employer) is
obligated, as per the order, to make such deductions on behalf of the judgment creditor.308
An EAO obliges the debtor‟s employer to make monthly or weekly deductions from the
debtor‟s salary (depending on how the debtor is paid) until the judgment debts and costs are
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paid in full, while a garnishee order entitles the creditor to a debt owed to a debtor and is
usually a once- off arrangement.309
Another interesting distinction between a garnishee order and an EAO is that a garnishee
order is served on both the debtor and the garnishee while an EAO is only served on the
debtor‟s employer.310 This is alarming, considering the fact that the EAO has far reaching
consequences such as attaching a portion of the debtor‟s salary on a continuous basis until the
full debt is settled.311
As noted above, EAOs are regulated by section 65J and rule 46 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act,
while garnishee orders are regulated by section 72 and rule 47 of the Magistrates‟ Court
Act.312 Both these mechanisms are modes of debt collection which have become increasingly
popular with creditors over the years.313
A court may grant a garnishee order where the creditor makes an ex parte application to the
court or during a section 65 A (1) enquiry.314
An EAO usually follows where a creditor has taken default judgment against the debtor or
where the debtor has consented in terms of section 57 and 58 of the Magistrates‟ Court
Act. 315 Alternatively, EAOs may be obtained during the section 65A (1) enquiry or on
application by the creditor.316 Thus, ultimately, an EAO may only be granted where a creditor
has obtained a judgment sounding in money against a debtor.317
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3. Legislative Framework

According to section 65 J (2) an EAO may only be issued under the following
circumstances:318
(a) Where the judgment debtor has consented to the order in writing or where the court has
authorised it on application or otherwise; or
(b) Where the judgment creditor (or his attorney) has:
(i) sent a registered letter to the judgment debtor, advising him of the amount claimed
and warning him that should he fail to pay the amount, an EAO will be issued within
10 days from the date on which the letter was posted; and
(j) filed an affidavit with the clerk of the court which sets out the amount owed and the
payments made thus far.

Once these requirements have been complied with the order, which is drafted by the creditor
or his attorney, is issued by the court and served on the garnishee-employee by the sheriff.319
If it appears that the debtor does not have sufficient financial means to meet his obligations
under the order, or that after satisfying the EAO, he will not have sufficient means for his
maintenance and that of his dependants, he may apply to the court to rescind or amend the
order appropriately. 320 Moreover, an EAO may be suspended if good cause is shown and
when this is done, the court may impose whatever conditions that it deems just and
equitable.321

4. A detailed analysis of section 65J of the Magistrates’ Court Act
4.1. An Emoluments Attachment Order granted where the debtor has consented to
judgment (s 65 J (2) read with s 57 and 58 of the MCA)

Consent to the EAO may be granted where the debtor makes an offer (in writing) to pay the
amounts due (failing which default judgment may be taken against them by the creditor) 322 or
where the debtor unconditionally consents to judgment in terms of section 58.323
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In so far as consents to judgment are concerned it is interesting to note that the clerks of the
court do not have any mechanism to verify the authenticity of the debtor‟s signature and
whether or not the instalment amounts are reasonable. 324 Consequently, there have been
reported cases of allegedly forged signatures, incomplete consents and alleged
misrepresentation and duress on the part of debt collectors.325
It is, however, commendable that amendments to the Magistrates‟ Court Rules now provide
for more judicial oversight in respect of the granting of default judgment in terms of sections
57 and 58 of the Act.326 The rules now require the clerk of the court to refer applications for
default judgment in terms of sections 57 and 58 to a Magistrate.327
However, as pointed out in chapter two, this amendment is of limited utility as it only allows
the court (as opposed to the clerk) to grant default judgment in the case of a debt arising out
of a credit agreement as defined and regulated by the National Credit Act.328
To further exacerbate this problem is the fact that debtors often do not appreciate the
implication of interest and other costs that are charged on their debts, the result being that
they may propose, or consent to, instalments that are not realistically affordable or consent in
circumstances where the consent is not informed.329 Recommendations with regards to such
consents to judgment will be discussed in chapter five below.

4.2. Where the court authorises the EAO in its chambers or at the S 65A enquiry

A debtor may be required to appear before the court for an inquiry into their financial
position and thereafter an EAO may be authorised in accordance with the amount of money
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that the debtor may reasonably be able to pay.330 An EAO may also be issued in terms of
section 74D of the Magistrates‟ Court Act where an administration order provides for the
payment of instalments.331 It should also be noted that such EAOs may also be authorised in
chambers.332
These would seemingly be effective ways to ensure that there is proper judicial oversight
over the granting of EAOs which could make EAOs less susceptible to fraud and other
undesirable irregularities.

Common irregularities appear to include ordering EAOs that

attach more than what a debtor can afford. 333 Perhaps, for this reason, section 65A
proceedings should be utilised more often and become the norm.

4.3. Where the creditor makes a direct request to the clerk of the court

Where a debtor has not consented to judgment and the court has not authorised the EAO
during a section 65A (1) enquiry or in chambers the creditor (or his attorney) may make a
direct request to the clerk of the court for the authorisation of an EAO in their favour. 334 In
this regard the creditor must first send a letter of demand to the debtor. This letter serves the
purpose of alerting the debtor to the amount owed as well as the fact that an EAO will be
issued against the debtor, after 10 days of postage of such a registered letter, should he fail to
make the necessary payment.335 Thereafter, the creditor is required to file an affidavit with
the clerk of the court (or a certificate from his/her attorney), confirming that they have sent
the registered letter and stipulating, inter alia, the amount of the judgment debt, instalments
due, costs, amounts paid and amount still outstanding.336
It is interesting to note that these documents along with the EAO itself are served on the
debtor‟s employer and not on the debtor with the result that the debtor is often unaware of the
EAO against his salary and, most importantly, the amount to be deducted until such a
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deduction is made and reflected on the debtor‟s pay slip.337 Evidence to support this is that
92% of employers, based on research conducted by the University of Pretoria, do not consult
with or at the very least even inform their employees of the pending deduction against their
salary.338

4.4. The effect of an Emoluments Attachment Order

An EAO has the effect of attaching the debtor‟s present or future portions of the debtor‟s
salary which are sufficient to cover the judgment debt owed as well as the costs of such
judgment.339 The judgment debtor‟s employer is obliged to make the necessary deductions in
order to satisfy the debt.340 It should be emphasised that a failure on the part of the garnisheeemployer to make the necessary deductions as per the court order may result in the issuing of
a warrant of execution by the judgment creditor (or his attorney), attaching the garnishee‟s
property in satisfaction of the arrears owing to the judgment creditor. 341 In addition to this the
garnishee-employer is entitled to deduct a 5 % commission on all deductions made by him on
behalf of the creditor. 342 This commission is deducted from the amount to be paid to the
creditor by the garnishee-employer.343
Considering that an EAO has far reaching consequences (i.e. attaching the debtor‟s earnings
until such time as the judgment debt and costs are settled), 344 far more emphasis must
therefore be placed on ensuring that such EAOs are granted with utmost precision and with
sufficient judicial oversight.345 In this regard it is suggested that the legislature amend section
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65J such that all applications for an EAO are directed to a Magistrate, in chambers or
otherwise, such as during the section 65A (1) enquiry.346
It is also understandable why many employers would be reluctant to challenge these EAOs,
considering the fact that they are obliged to make the necessary deductions in implementing
the EAO.347

4.5. Rescission or amendment of an Emoluments Attachment Order

Section 65J (6) of the Magistrates‟ Court Act allows for the rescission or amendment of an
EAO on application by the debtor.348 To succeed in this the debtor must show that after the
emolument has been deducted from his salary he will not have sufficient financial means left
for himself and/or his dependents.349 Consequently the order should be stopped or the amount
adjusted (lowered) accordingly.350This should certainly operate as an effective mechanism to
prevent the debtor from being exploited by having excessive amounts deducted from their
salary thus leaving them with little or no income left over for their basic necessities. However,
it is surprising to note that a large number of debtors still have more than three quarters of
their income attached through an EAO.351
It should be noted that section 65J (6) specifically makes reference to the „court‟ having to
rescind or amend the EAO thus an application to the court which issued the EAO is
needed.352 This is problematic for a debtor whose salary has been attached excessively and
where the EAO was not issued in an area, in which the debtor resides, carries on business or
is employed. 353 This effectively limits the debtor‟s ability to have an EAO rescinded or
amended on the basis of financial constraints.354
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4.6. Statement of account

Section 65J (4) (b) allows for the debtor to request a statement of account from the judgment
creditor (or his attorney).355 This statement must be free of charge and it must contain all the
particulars of the payments made by the debtor, as well as the balance owed by the debtor. 356
Despite this provision the Law Clinic of the University of Pretoria has observed instances
where attorneys or debt collectors have charged a fee for rendering statements to a debtor.357
It is suggested that the relevant law societies conduct an investigation into this and where
necessary impose penalties on those who have breached their duties as it appears that this
duty is often breached.358

5. Discrepancies and irregularities observed in EAOs

Despite EAOs being commonly used, there have been certain irregularities that have been
observed in EAOs.359
The irregularities relate to the following:360
1. EAOs being issued from incorrect jurisdictions;
2. Consents to judgment in respect of EAOs being obtained improperly by creditors and
debt collectors;
3. The overcharging of interest by creditors and their failure to observe the in duplum
rule
4. Debt collectors charging debtors incorrect fees for services rendered in the debt
collection process;
5. The duplication of debts and claims against debtors; and
6. A failure on the part of the legislature to place a cap on the maximum amount that
may be deducted from the debtor‟s salary.
Each of these discrepancies will be discussed in detail below.
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5.1. Jurisdiction
5.1.1. The court in which an Emoluments Attachment Order may be issued
According to section 65J (1) (a), an EAO is “to be issued from the court of the district in which
the employer of the judgment debtor resides, carries on business or is employed, or, if the judgment
debtor is employed by the State, in which the judgment debtor is employed.”361 Rule 46 (1) of the

Magistrates‟ Court Rules provides that where an EAO is issued from a court other than that
which judgment was passed, the judgment creditor must attach a certified copy of such a
judgment in the order.362 Section 45 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act also allows a party to legal
proceedings to consent to the jurisdiction of a specific Magistrates‟ Court in certain
circumstances.363
In the unreported case of Protea Furnishers SA (Edms) Bpk h/a Barnets Meubeleerders v
Margaret Balakista in haar hoedanigheid as Klerk van die Siviele Hof, Pretoria en and ere
the court held that in so far as EAOs are concerned, parties to the proceedings may consent to
the jurisdiction of a specific court.364
In practice debt collection practitioners often use this provision to issue an EAO in a court
which would not otherwise have had jurisdiction. 365 This is often done to circumvent or
frustrate a debtor‟s attempt to query the veracity of the EAO as it would be difficult and
costly for debtor to travel to the particular court in which the order was issued to challenge
the order.366 This then led to forum shopping367 amongst debt collectors.368 This seemingly
became the norm rather than an exception as the Law Clinic of the University of Stellenbosch
reports that out of the 43 cases surveyed, only one EAO had been issued from the court in
which the debtor‟s employer actually carried on business.369 A factor that further exacerbates
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this problem is that many clerks of the court lack the knowledge and/or understanding of the
rules of court relating to the issuing and serving of EAOs.370
For example, in a questionnaire conducted by the University of Pretoria Law Clinic it was
revealed that out of the 8 clerks that were interviewed in the North West province, 75% of
them did know in which court an EAO may be issued and served. 371 This is a shocking
statistic considering the fact that the clerks of the court deal with multiple EAOs on a daily
basis and if an error pertaining to jurisdiction is not raised by a debtor (or his employer) and,
for whatever reason, is overlooked by the clerks, such an EAO may be susceptible to
irregularities pertaining to jurisdiction.372
However, in the Stellenbosch case, the court made a declaratory order to the effect that
…in proceedings brought by a creditor for the enforcement of any credit agreement to which
the National Credit Act 34 of 2005 (“the National Credit Act”) applies, section 45 of the
Magistrates‟ Courts Act does not permit a debtor to consent in writing to the jurisdiction of a
magistrates‟court other than that in which that debtor resides or is employed.373

It is accepted that this is a commendable declaration which seeks to prevent unscrupulous
judgment creditors or debt collectors from engaging in forum shopping and using section 45
to circumvent a debtor‟s ability to verify the veracity of the EAO. 374 However, the
respondents in this case have appealed to the Constitutional Court and because the High
Court made a declaratory order regarding the invalidity of sections 65J (2) (b) (i) and 65J (2)
(b) (ii) of the MCA, this declaration will be of no force until it is confirmed by the
Constitutional Court.375 To this end we await the verdict of the Constitutional Court.376
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5.1.2. Service of EAOs
Section 65J (3) of the Magistrates‟ Court Act requires an EAO to be served by a sheriff on
the debtor‟s employer.377 Consequently the debtor may only become aware of the deduction
when it appears on his pay slip or when the amount is deducted from his bank account.378
This provision is prejudicial to the debtor as they are not afforded an adequate opportunity to
verify, query or question the EAO before it is effected against their salary.379 Under certain
circumstances the warrant of execution is served on the branch where the employee works
but which is not the branch at which the payroll is to administered.380 This causes delays in
payment and the employee effectively has to bear the costs associated therewith.381
It is evident that the purpose for requiring an EAO to be issued from the court in which the
judgment debtor‟s employer resides, carries on business or is employed, is to enable a debtor
to engage in determining the validity or amount of such an EAO or to rescind or amend the
EAO as provided for in section 65J (6).382 However, due to the irregularities observed, such
as EAOs being issued from incorrect jurisdictions, a more plausible solution would be in
addition to serving the EAO on the debtor‟s employer, to serve the EAO on the judgment
debtor himself as well.

5.1.3. Consent to judgment
As noted above, as an expeditious way to obtain judgment debtors may consent to judgment
in terms of sections 57 or 58 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.383 Effectively this means that the
debtor merely has to fill in the requisite consent to judgment form which the creditor will
then use to obtain judgment against the debtor.384 It is only where the clerk of the court has
reason to doubt the documentation supplied by the creditor that he will then refer the matter
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to a Magistrate.385 Evidently there is a lack of judicial oversight over the process and it is
susceptible to much abuse and fraud.
In the Stellenbosch case the court made a declaratory order to the effect that the words „the
judgment debtor has consented thereto in writing‟ in section 65J (2) (a) of the Magistrates‟
Court Act as well as section 65J (2) (b) (i) and section 65J (2) (b) (ii) of the Magistrates‟
Court Act are inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa to the extent
that they fail to provide for sufficient judicial oversight. 386 Conversely, the respondents
argued that sufficient judicial oversight exists by virtue of the amendments to the Magistrates‟
Court Rules which require a clerk to refer the matter to a Magistrate. 387 Moreover, the
respondents argue that judicial oversight is also present where an EAO is ordered during the
section 65A enquiry and by virtue of the fact that an EAO is granted in the court where the
debtor‟s employer resides or carries on business, thereby enabling the debtor or his employer
to query the EAO. 388 However, as noted above, this decision has been appealed by the
respondents and is yet to be confirmed by the Constitutional Court.389

5.1.4. Interest and the in duplum rule
It is accepted that credit providers are permitted to charge interest on the capital amount owed
when a debt is handed over (either through cession or otherwise). Moreover, information
such as the capital amount and interest must be brought to the attention of the new collector
to ensure an accurate calculation of the amount owed and to be collected.390
However, certain irregularities, such as the calculation of interest from an incorrect date, have
been observed. 391 Furthermore, according to Regulation 42 of the National Credit Act, a
maximum of 5% interest per annum may be charged on short term credit transactions. 392
Such transactions are those whereby the loan amount is less than R8 000 and the repayment
period is less than 6 months.393 It is interesting to note that where debtors had defaulted on
385
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payments on such debts certain credit providers have been said to have charged interest at a
consistent rate of 60% over the entire repayment period.394 This is questionable in light of the
explicit threshold placed on the rate of interest that may be charged in terms of the
regulations to the NCA as well as the in duplum rule as discussed in chapter two.
One should bear in mind that an EAO is aimed as operating as an effective debt collection
mechanisms, enabling creditors to collect on debts owed to them until full satisfaction has
been made.395 However, where unscrupulous creditors and debt collectors charge excessive
amounts of interest this is not only in contravention of the in duplum rule396 but it also defeats
the purpose of an EAO as debtors may never be able to settle their debts fully.

5.1.5. Fees charged
South African legislation, such as the Attorneys Act397 as well as the Debt Collectors Act398,
allows for debt collectors and attorneys to collect fees on debt collection.399 Although the
Attorneys Act does not directly deal with fees to be levied by attorneys on collections, section
69 (d) empowers each law society to determine applicable tariffs payable to practitioners in
respect of professional services rendered by them where no other law prescribes them.400
The relevant tariffs used for EAOs are set out in Part 1 of Table B of schedule 2 to the
Magistrates‟ Court Rules. 401 The rules allow for VAT to be added to these fees. 402 It is
reported that by-laws of various law societies allow for attorneys to charge collection
commission of 10% of the amount collected and this amount is capped at R1 000 for each
payment on installment.403 Such collection commission is said to cover all the work done in
receipt of a payment from the debtor as well accounting to the client for an amount received
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on their behalf. 404Debt collectors, on the other hand, may charge commission of 10% of each
installment, up to a maximum amount of R407 per installment.405
Despite such explicit directives by the legislature, many attorneys have been reported to have
been charging excessive fees. 406 On investigation by the Law Clinic of the University of
Pretoria it was discovered that in agreements between debtors and creditors that formed the
basis of applications for EAOs, there was a clause to the effect that the debtor agrees to
paying the amount of the debt owing, interest and fees on an attorney-and-client or even an
attorney and–own-client scale (the most harsh form of fees that may be charged).407 These
clauses appear despite the fact that the Magistrates‟ Court Act does not have the statutory
authority to order such costs. 408 Furthermore, these fees may cause the amount owed to
increase substantially thereby exploiting an unknowing debtor who does not appreciate the
adverse impact that these clauses could have on their debts.409
In addition to this it has been discovered that many creditors enter into agreements with their
attorneys or debt collectors in terms of which the collectors will receive 25% of the amount
collected from the debtor.410 Often collectors simply add this contingency fee to the capital
amount and claim it from the debtor thereby unreasonably inflating the debtor‟s debt.411
One should, however, take cognisance of the fact that the Debt Collectors Act provides for a
council that investigates the conduct of debt collectors and imposes penalties on those who
have engaged in improper conduct or conduct that is contrary to the Debt Collectors Act. 412
These penalties range from payment of fines to compensating persons who have been
prejudiced by the conduct of the debt collector.413 Moreover, the debt collector‟s registration
may be withdrawn or suspended by the council. 414 Thus there appears to be formal
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enforcement in place and the council must be encouraged to achieve substantive enforcement
in this regard.
The legislature has also attempted to curb the irregularities by amending the Debt Collectors
Act so that it is equally applicable to attorneys who practice as debt collectors. 415 These
amendments appear in the Draft Debt Collectors Amendment Bill 2015 which has been
tabled for comments which are expected to be submitted to the Department of Justice on the
30th of November 2015.416 A decrease in the irregularities and discrepancies complained of
above is expected if the bill is passed and the debt collectors‟ council performs vigorous
investigations enquiring into these irregularities. Moreover, the various law societies should
also take appropriate action against their members who engage in such unethical conduct.

5.1.6. Duplication of debts
Poor administration on the part of creditors may lead to the handing over of debts to multiple
debt collectors who each collect on such debts from a single debtor.417 The debtor is then held
to be accountable for the same amount twice unless he disputes it.418
By way of example, a debtor who purchased furniture on credit from a furniture store419 was
handed over to a debt collector for collection and thereafter to another debt collector. 420
Consequently, both collectors sought judgment in respect of the same debt.421 Fortunately,
the debtor was able to dispute these amounts. 422 However, not many debtors have the
knowledge or even the means to dispute such issues. 423 This is especially important
considering that majority of debtors who have EAOs against their salaries are low earning
and perhaps not literate.424
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5.1.7. No cap on the maximum amount that may be deducted
The legislature has placed no cap on the maximum amount that may be deducted from the
debtor‟s salary.425 This means that the debtor may after all deductions have been made return
home with little or no income at all to satisfy his and/or his dependents‟ needs.426 This would
then be good cause for a rescission or amendment to the order.427 However, for this the debtor
has to make an application to court and many debtors are not even aware that they have such
recourse available to them.428
To further exacerbate this problem is the fact that no limit has been placed on the number of
EAOs that may be attached to a debtor‟s salary with the result that the debtor may have
multiple EAOs of substantial amounts attached to their salary. Once again, this may
negatively impact on the debtor‟s ability to cope financially. For example, the Law Clinic of
the University of Pretoria reported that it had observed instances whereby 12, 19 or even 30
deductions had been made from the salary of a single employee.429 This is an astonishing
figure which indicates the need for better regulation of EAOs. Related to this is the fact that
many credit providers grant credit recklessly and thereafter seek to use EAOs as security to
collect on their debts, despite the number of EAOs already attached to a debtor‟s salary.430
This is believed to be one of the factors that contributed to the Marikana strike in that
excessive EAOs had been issued against the salaries of mine workers. It was alleged that the
sole criterion for the granting of credit to these debtors was whether the debtors had been
employed or not. 431 The need for urgent amendments in this regard is imminent and
recommendations for such amendments are discussed fully in chapter five below.
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6. EAOs: Not only a problem for employees but for employers as well

As alluded to above, section 65J (1) (b) obliges an employer to deduct the an amount from
the debtor‟s salary in order to satisfy the judgment debt.432 While many employers find this to
be a tedious task, notwithstanding the 5 % commission that they may claim and deduct, it has
more adverse implications for the employer than one could imagine. 433 This is especially in
light of the widespread irregularities and abuses observed in EAOs.434
Apart from humanitarian principles such as benevolence and care for their staff members
employers ought to be concerned with the EAOs against their employees‟ salaries as overindebtedness can cause problems in the workplace.435 Moreover, an employee who has direct
access or autonomy over the funds of the company may be tempted to utilise these for an
improper purpose thereby causing the company to lose unwarranted funds.436 Collectively,
over indebted employees may decide to demand wage increases which if not granted, may
lead to instability in so far as labour relations are concerned.437
It is believed that such over indebtedness and labour unrest precipitated the Marikana strike
in which many employees were injured and some even killed.438 It was the above mentioned
abuses in respect of EAOs, amongst other abuses, that led to the landmark decision in the
Stellenbosch case which is expected to have significant consequences on EAOs as a debt
collection mechanism. A detailed discussion of the case is therefore necessary.

7. The landmark case of The University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic
and Others v The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and
Others

In this case the first applicant, the University of Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic, brought an
application to the Western Cape High Court in its own interest, in that of its clients (the
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second to sixteenth applicants) as well as the public interest. 439 The purpose of this
application was to declare the words „the judgment debtor consented thereto in writing or‟ in
section 65J (2) (a) as well as section 65J (2) (b) (i) and (ii) of the Magistrates‟ Court Act
inconsistent with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa to the extent that it fails to
provide for judicial oversight over the issuing of EAOs against judgment debtors in all
cases.440
Moreover, the applicants sought declaratory relief regarding the legality of the EAOs that had
been issued against the individual applicants, the proper interpretation of section 45 of the
Magistrates‟ Court Act, and a mandatory interdict relating to the credit agreements which
formed the basis of the EAOs obtained against the applicants.441

7.1. Applicants’ General Contentions

The applicants accepted that section 65J of the Magistrates‟ Court Act had established certain
safeguards for the implementation of EAOs against debtors. 442 Amongst those mentioned
were the debtor‟s right to dispute the validity and veracity of the EAO as well as the court‟s
power to rescind or amend an EAO on good cause shown or where it is shown that the debtor
will not have sufficient financial means to satisfy the EAO and cater for his needs and those
of his dependants.443 However, the applicants accurately pointed out that these safeguards
may be reduced to a nugatory effect where a debtor whose salary has been attached under an
EAO is unable to approach the court which issued the order.444
The EAOs in question related to those that had been granted in favour of the fourth to
sixteenth respondents (private companies, all of whom were represented by the seventh
respondent Flemix and Associates) against the second to sixth applicants.445 The applicants‟
affidavits revealed that although the EAOs were issued in the Stellenbosch Magistrates‟
439
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Court, the court at which most of the applicants were employed or resident, this was not the
court which the creditors used to issue the EAOs against them.446
Moreover, there were multiple EAOs issued against many debtors‟ salaries and the amounts
so attached were exorbitant.447 In addition to this it was discovered that the amounts deducted
were unreasonable, with an amount of R1 100 being attached from the salary of a debtor who
earns R1 200 and amount of R736 being attached from a debtor who earns no salary at all.448
This is alarming as it would imply that the respondents failed to have due regard to the
provisions of section 65J which clearly indicate that the debt is deducted from the debtor‟s
salary.449 Moreover, this would imply that the respondents had engaged in reckless lending
which is contrary to the provisions of the NCA.450
The manner in which the consent to judgment, installments and to a specific court was also
challenged by the applicants as it was submitted and evidence was led to the effect that that
the debt collector in question would arrive at the home or workplace of the debtor without
identifying themselves and persuade the debtor to sign the documentation in order to avoid
embarrassment without the debtor fully understanding the contents thereof.451 Moreover, no
copies of the documents were provided to the debtor.452
Amongst the documents that the debtor was allegedly given to sign were the following:
1. A notice of default which identifies the creditor and sets out the amount allegedly
owed by the debtor, without fully setting out how this amount was calculated.453 The
purpose of this notice is to purportedly comply with section 129 of the NCA. 454
However, the debtor has no knowledge of the contractual relationship between
himself and the creditor.455
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2. A letter of demand which states amongst other things that it is important for the
debtor to understand that after the deductions have been made from his salary, he
must have sufficient funds remaining for the maintenance of himself and his
dependents.456
3. A combined consent to judgment, offer to pay debt in installments and EAOs in
which the debtor allegedly consents to the specific amount owed, costs and fees
associated thereof. 457 This consent to judgment is purportedly in compliance with
section 58 and 65 J of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.458
4. A written consent to judgment to a specific Magistrates‟ Court.459 This form ensures
that the individual consents to judgment in a specific Magistrates‟ Court which, in
terms of section 28 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act, would not otherwise have
jurisdiction in the matter.460 This was done despite debtors‟ allegations to the effect
that they were not informed that they were consenting to the jurisdiction of a
Magistrates‟ Court that was far from where they lived or worked and one which did
not actually have jurisdiction in the matter.461
Ultimately, the applicants‟ main contentions were that the NCA read with the MCA did not
allow for a debtor to a credit agreement under the NCA to consent to the jurisdiction of a
specific Magistrates‟ Court that would not otherwise have jurisdiction in terms of section 28
of the MCA,462 that the respondents had failed to observe and adhere to the rules to the
Magistrates‟ Court Act 463 and that the current procedure for the granting of EAOs was
unconstitutional in that it failed to provide for adequate judicial oversight.464 Each of these
arguments will be discussed in detail below.
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7.1.1 Jurisdiction
Section 45 (1) of the Magistrates‟ Court Act allows a person to give consent to the
jurisdiction of a Magistrates‟ Court which would not otherwise have jurisdiction in terms of
section 28 of the Magistrates‟ Court Act.465 The applicants contended that a person‟s consent
to jurisdiction of a particular court is subject to sections 90 and 91 of the NCA.466
Section 90 (1) of the NCA provides that a credit agreement must not contain an unlawful
provision.467 Section 90 (2) (a) (k) (vi) (bb) of the NCA provides that a provision will be
unlawful if it allows the consumer to consent to jurisdiction of a court which does not have
jurisdiction in the area in which the consumer resides or is employed or where the goods in
question are kept. 468 Moreover, section 91 of the NCA prohibits a credit provider from
requiring or inducing a consumer into entering into a supplementary agreement or signing
any document containing a provision that would be unlawful if it were to be incorporated into
a credit agreement.469 To this end, any conduct of a credit provider that does any of this, is
unlawful and accordingly prohibited by the NCA.470
The applicants contended that in incorporating a consent to jurisdiction form (as discussed
above); the respondents engaged in unlawful and prohibited conduct in terms of the NCA.471
The court remarked that the respondents had attempted to bypass the courts in which the
debtors‟ employers reside, carry on business or are employed and that the fact that they argue
that this does not amount to „forum shopping‟ reflects poorly on them in this regard.472
Moreover, in employing the principles of interpretation of law, the court came to the
conclusion that in proceedings in which the claim arose out of the NCA or the Credit
Agreements Act, section 45 of the MCA could not be used to allow a debtor to consent to a
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court that would not otherwise have had jurisdiction (i.e. one in which the debtor was not
resident or employed).473

7.1.2. Judicial oversight
Rule 12 (5) of the Magistrates‟ Court rules provides that where judgment is to be pronounced
on a claim which is founded on a cause of action that arises out of or is based on a credit
agreement that is governed by the NCA or the Credit Agreements Act, the registrar or clerk
of the court must refer the matter to the court.474
The applicants submitted accordingly that Rule 12 (5) applies to proceedings brought by a
creditor in terms of section 58 of the MCA. 475 Ultimately, the applicants argued that in
proceedings where the cause of action arises out of a credit agreement as regulated by the
NCA and where the creditor wishes to rely on section 58, the matter must be referred to the
court and as such had not been done in this case.

476

The court reasoned that an EAO is an order attaching a portion of the debtor‟s wages and is
thus a mode of execution.477 Citing a number of Constitutional Court judgments which stated
that judicial oversight was necessary when an individual‟s property was to be executed
against, the court concluded that judicial oversight must be mandatory when an EAO is to be
issued and such judicial oversight should not take place pursuant to the EAO having been
granted as is the case where a debtor disputes the validity or the amount of the EAO. 478 The
court therefore held that sections 65J (2) (b) (i) and 65J (2) (b) (ii) of the MCA were
unconstitutional for their failure to provide judicial oversight over the issuing of EAOs. 479 It
should be noted however, that this declaration is yet to be confirmed by the Constitutional
Court.
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It is suggested that the legislature amend the above-mentioned sections to provide for a
Magistrate to authorise an EAO in all circumstances and especially where the debtor has
allegedly consented to judgment in writing. It is believed that if this is done, it would ensure
that EAOs and particularly those granted upon the written consent of the debtor, may no
longer be susceptible to fraud and duress as has been alleged.
7.1.3. Non- compliance with the Magistrates’ Court Rules
7.1.3.1. Failure to file prescribed affidavit

Where a request is made for judgment to be made in terms of section 58 of the MCA, rule 4
(2) which requires a supporting affidavit containing evidence necessary to prove that all the
requirements have been complied with, must be adhered to.480
In the court files from the Kimberly Magistrates‟ Court as supplied by the Hawks AntiCorruption Unit, it was evident that in all the EAOs issued by the respondents in light of
section 58 (save for one), no supporting affidavits had been filed.481

7.1.3.2. Failure to file original credit agreement

Rule 12 (6) of the Magistrates‟ Court rules requires the plaintiff to file, together with their
request for default judgment, the liquid document or the original of the written agreement
where such action is based on such a liquid document or agreement. 482 Where such
agreement or document is not filed the plaintiff is to file an affidavit setting out the reasons
why the requisite documentation could not be supplied. 483 Once again, as per court files
supplied, the respondents had failed to file any original credit agreements or an affidavit as
required by rule 12 (6).484
Although the court did not place emphasis on these arguments, it is suggested that due to the
fact that many attorneys seemingly fail adhere to the rules of the court, the MCA or the rules
should contain an additional sanction such as imposing a penalty against an attorney who
fails to adhere to the rules.
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7.2. Respondents’ Contentions in the Stellenbosch Case
7.2.1. Judicial oversight
With regards to the applicants‟ constitutional challenge to EAOs for their lack of judicial
oversight, the respondents contended that a number of checks and balances exist in the
current system, such as the ability of a debtor to challenge an EAO before the court before
and after deductions have been made.485 Moreover better regulation, such as placing a cap on
the amount of the EAO, is needed and is the duty of the legislature. 486 Thus the current EAO
system, they contended, was not unconstitutional.487
It is respectfully submitted that this argument does not suffice as the respondents seem to
disregard the fact that in most cases debtors are not even aware of the EAO against their
salary until the requisite deduction is made and the EAO is reflected on the debtor‟s payslip.
Moreover, this argument fails to recognise and acknowledge those cases where the EAO has
been issued in a court which is not in the jurisdiction where the debtor resides or is employed,
thus making it difficult, if not impossible on account of financial constraints, for a debtor to
challenge the EAO.488 Most importantly, this argument is flawed in that it does not recognise
instances where a debtor has no knowledge of the recourse that is available to them to
challenge the EAO.489 The respondents submitted that the applicants had erred in holding that
there is no judicial oversight in respect of EAOs in that a Magistrate (court) may, during the
section 65A enquiry, authorise an EAO to be issued against the debtor‟s salary.490
Although this argument contains merit one cannot discard the fact that section 65A
proceedings have been held to be ineffective in certain circumstances on account of debtors
failing to disclose accurate information regarding their financial affairs and a lack of
appropriate sanctions for the debtor‟s failure to satisfy the judgment or appear in court.491
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7.2.2. The respondents’ counter argument regarding jurisdiction
The respondents accepted that section 45 of the MCA read with section 90, 91 and 92 of the
NCA does not allow a debtor to consent to a court which would, ordinarily, in terms of
section 28 of the MCA, not have had jurisdiction in the matter.492 Moreover, the respondents
alleged that since July 2013, they had desisted in using section 45 of the MCA.493
It is interesting to note however, that the respondents argued that one could not interpret these
provisions to mean that those of the NCA trump section 45 of the MCA as „the consent of a
consumer to the jurisdiction of another court after the consumer has fallen into default cannot
be interpreted as a supplementary agreement as contemplated in section 90 of the NCA.‟494
Consequently, the respondents applied by way of a counter application for an order setting
out explicitly the requirements that must be complied with before a Magistrate can grant
default judgment in terms of sections 57 and 58 of the MCA. 495 This is in light of the
allegation that Magistrates are reluctant to grant judgment, relying on the discretion that they
may have and in so doing they overlook the underlying principle that they ought to grant
judgment where a valid cause of action is shown. 496 This, as the respondents contended,
infringes upon a plaintiff‟s right under section 34 of the Constitution to access the courts.497
The respondents also opposed the allegation that the EAOs issued by them on the applicants
were unlawful and invalid.498 In support of this contention they argued that the main purpose
of the application was for the amendment of the law regulating EAOs and that should the
court accept such propositions, the relevant amendment(s) cannot operate retrospectively.499
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7.2.3. Non-compliance with the Rules and the Constitutional Challenge
The respondents denied the applicants‟ averments to the effect that they had failed to comply
with the court rules and that in obtaining the EAOs they had failed to comply with the
requisite statutory requirements such as delivering a proper section 129 notice and properly
obtaining consent to judgment from the applicants.500
What is interesting to note is that the respondents heavily rely on written warnings that were
allegedly brought to the applicants‟ attention and place much emphasis on the applicants
having to seek information on their own accord. For example, they argued in response to the
applicants‟ contention that no indication had been made as to how the amount allegedly owed
by the debtor was calculated, that the applicants could obtain this information in terms of
section 65J (4). 501 This is concerning as many of these debtors are not particularly well
educated members of society who know that that there are various avenues are available to
them or even if they do, it is not certain whether they are in a position to exercise these
avenues.502 Moreover, it is alleged that at no point is it clearly (if at all) explained to the
debtor what it is that they are signing for and the implications thereof.503 Admittedly many
debtors may know of the contents of the documentation but out of desperation to obtain such
credit, they may sign it despite this knowledge. 504 In other words, there is no informed
consent on the part of the debtor.505
The respondents also emphasized that the EAOs issued against the applicants were issued on
the basis of their written consent and therefore there cannot be an infringement of their
constitutional rights as alleged by the applicants in this regard.506 They submitted further that
any constitutional infringement that stems from such consent is pursuant to the debtor giving
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their consent and was not precipitated by the debtor‟s lawful and voluntary consent to
judgment.507
It is respectfully submitted that this argument is erroneous as it is primarily based on the false
premise that the debtor had given informed and voluntary consent which is not always the
case, especially in the case of illiterate and desperate debtors who may not appreciate the
legal implications of giving such consent and in cases where the consent is obtained by
fraudulent means.508

8. Conclusion

Prior to and following the decision in the Stellenbosch case discussed above, there have been
calls for the abolishment of EAOs altogether. However, it seems that this would be shortsighted as if this were to be done, it is estimated that there would be a loss in our GDP of
between R708 million and R1.62 billion. 509 Moreover, it is estimated that there could be
between 5300 and 12 174 employment opportunities lost.510 One should also not lose sight of
the fact that debt collection mechanisms discussed in chapter two have proved to be
ineffective in comparison to EAOs.
It is accepted that the legislature has attempted to rectify the situation by providing certain
checks and balances, such as providing that in cases where a claim arises out of a credit
agreement, a debtor is precluded from consenting to judgment of a specific Magistrates‟ court
which would not otherwise have jurisdiction in the matter.511
The courts have also, through the decision in the Stellenbosch case512, indicated that there is
insufficient judicial oversight in respect of the authorisation of EAOs. However, this is yet to
be confirmed by the Constitutional Court.
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It is interesting to note that, following the judgment in the Stellenbosch case, the Department
of Justice and Constitutional Development has released a statement stating that it is in the
process of finalising the Magistrates‟ Court Amendment Bill which will soon be available on
the department‟s website for further consultation before it is submitted to Parliament for
consideration and enactment.513
What is evident is that although EAOs are aimed at operating as an effective debt collection
mechanism, due to the discrepancies observed in them, much like other debt collection
mechanisms, they have become problematic and their utility has a limited effect.

The

question that therefore arises is whether South Africa may draw on the debt collection
mechanisms of other jurisdictions to improve our debt collection mechanisms or extract
certain methodologies to operate as alternatives to those in existence in South Africa.

Chapter Four: Debt Collection in foreign jurisdictions; a comparative
analysis
1. Introduction

Effective debt collection is a challenge that many jurisdictions are faced with.

As a

mechanism for debt collection many jurisdictions have opted to allow for the attachment of a
debtor‟s wages or salary in satisfaction of a judgment debt. Although South Africa also
utilises this form of debt collection through its EAOs, it may be useful to consider the
attachment of wages in other jurisdictions.514
This chapter will briefly analyse the key features of wage attachment in other jurisdictions so
as to determine whether, in light of these foreign models, South Africa can improve its
current system of attachment (i.e. EAO). 515 This chapter will focus on both developing
jurisdictions like South Africa and Botswana, as well as developed countries such as the
United States of America (USA).

In particular, this chapter will focus on the wage

attachment system in USA, Germany, Botswana and in the United Kingdom.
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It is accepted however, that these modes may be of limited value as one has to consider them
in light of South Africa‟s social, political, economic and cultural context.516 Nevertheless, it
is useful to draw from other jurisdictions in order to improve our domestic system.517

2. USA

Although the USA is a developed country with high consumer rates in comparison to other
countries it is nevertheless useful to distil points and factors from the USA that may be useful
for the purposes of future legislative amendments in South Africa.518
The Title III of the Consumer Credit Protection Act is the legislative framework that governs
the garnishing of wages in the USA. 519 This Act limits the amount by which a person‟s
earnings may be garnished by introducing two calculations. 520
The first calculation provides that only 25 % of the employees‟ disposable earnings may be
garnished. 521 Disposable income in this regard refers to the amount that remains after all
deductions prescribed by law such as tax, have been effected. 522 The second calculation
relates to the amount by which the disposable earnings are greater than the Federal minimum
wage multiplied by thirty.523
Essentially what these calculations mean is that if your disposable earnings are less than
$217.50 per week no garnishment can take place whereas if your disposable earnings are
more than $217.50 (thirty times the 2011 federal minimum hourly wage of $7.25) but less
than $290, only the amount over $217.50 may be subject to garnishment.524 Consequently,
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where you have a disposable income that exceeds $290 25% of this amount may be
garnished.525
The above mentioned calculations are however, subject to certain limitations. 526 These
limitations include that a larger portion of your earnings may be subject to garnishment for
the purposes of bankruptcy, child support or tax payments.527 For example the Act allows for
50 % of your earnings to be garnished for the purposes of child support.528
It is interesting to note that although the Act does not explicitly prescribe the number of
garnishee orders that a person‟s salary may be subjected to it remains that, irrespective of
how many attachments there are on a person‟s earnings, the total amount of the garnishee
orders may not exceed the limits as set out above. 529 Thus, where there are insufficient
earnings to satisfy all the garnishee orders the garnishees will rank in their order of
preference commencing with tax garnishments and thereafter other commercial
garnishments.530
Disputes over the priority of these garnishees are to be dealt with by the court that authorised
the garnishees.531 It would seem that at this stage an employee can request a garnishee order
to be rescinded or amended.532
What is commendable about this system and the key factor for present purposes is that it sets
a limit on the amount that may be deducted through the two calculations discussed above.
However, these calculations may not be effective in South Africa as they are applied
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objectively and do not seem to emphasize that a debtor should have sufficient means to
satisfy his and his dependents needs.
However, one must commend the preference that this system places on maintenance orders
which are believed to be an essential deduction that should rank above other commercial
deductions.533
The USA system of wage attachment is in direct contrast to South Africa‟s EAOs which
impose no calculation or limit on the amount that may be deduct from a debtor‟s salary.
Admittedly, the South African system is similar to that in USA in that South Africa also
provides for maintenance orders to be preferred over any other EAOs which are to be
effected by a debtor‟s employer.534 Although this preference is commendable it is insufficient
and it is recommended that the legislature in South Africa consider inserting a clause in the
Maintenance Act to the effect that a debtor‟s salary may be attached up to thirty per cent in
respect of maintenance orders.
Moreover, the introduction of some form of EAO register, which should be accessible
electronically in conjunction with a maximum deductible amount, following an assessment
into a debtor‟s financial circumstances would be useful in South Africa.

3. Botswana

Botswana is an African country that seems to on a similar economic platform as South
Africa.535 That is to say that both countries may be categorised as developing countries. 536
Moreover, both countries present similar political statuses (i.e. both have a flourishing
multiparty constitutional democracy).537 It is for this reason that it is useful to consider the
system of wage attachment in Botswana.
533
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According to the rules of the Magistrate‟s Court in Botswana, an application for a garnishee
order is made ex parte to the court with a supporting affidavit indicating, inter alia, that
judgment has been obtained against the judgment debtor in a Magistrate‟s Court and that such
judgment remains unsatisfied.538 The rules of court also require that the judgment debtor be
resident or employed or carry on business in the district and this should be reflected in the
affidavit. 539 More significantly, however, the affidavit supporting the application must
demonstrate that the debtor will have sufficient means to maintain himself and his dependant
after the order has been executed.540
Following receipt of and consideration of the contents of the above mentioned affidavit,
along with any other representations that may have been made, the Magistrate may grant a
rule nisi, ordering the garnishee to pay the judgment creditor the debt owed as well as costs,
within the limits of the debtor‟s financial means as considered from the affidavit discussed
above.541
It is interesting to note that the order is served upon the both the debtor and the garnishee
unlike in South Africa where the EAO is only served upon the debtor‟s employer.542
On the return day, the debtor may oppose the confirmation of the order on limited grounds. 543
These include, inter alia, that there was an irregularity in the proceedings, that the judgment
has been satisfied in another manner besides the garnishee or that the debt that the creditor
seeks to recover is not due and payable. 544 Significantly, the debtor may oppose the
confirmation of the order on the basis that execution of the garnishee order will leave him
with insufficient means to maintain himself and his dependents.545
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One should take cognisance of the fact that the garnishee order is placed under severe
scrutiny for its possible effect on the debtor‟s financial means to maintain his dependents and
himself.546 This is done both prior to the granting of the rule nisi and once again on the return
day should the debtor oppose the garnishee order on the basis of financial constraints.547
Conversely, the judgment debtor may appear on the return day and consent or cause for his
written consent to be presented in court and the garnishee order may be confirmed
accordingly.548
There seems to be no express limit on the amount that may be deducted from the debtor‟s
earnings, save for the amount having to be only that which is necessary to satisfy the debt,
without leaving the debtor without sufficient means for his maintenance and that of his
dependents.549
The Botswana system of attachment is commendable in that it places much emphasis on the
debtor having sufficient financial means for the maintenance of himself as well as his
dependents. Moreover, the fact that a rule nisi is first issued prior to the final order being
made and that a debtor is permitted to make representations against its confirmation ensures
that the process is transparent and that the debtor is not prejudiced in this regard. The rule
nisi is not available in South Africa‟s EAOs as there is only one application for an EAO,
which may be contested by a debtor only where he seeks to rescind or amend the EAO which
has already been effected against his salary.550 If South Africa were to employ the rule nisi
approach it would ensure that fraud is minimised and that less abuse occurs in EAOs. It is
accepted, however, that to introduce the rule nisi in South Africa would entail an increase in
the costs associated with an EAO application. Nevertheless, it would be a useful tool for
eliminating fraud and ensuring that debtors give informed consent to EAOs and it is for this
reason that South Africa should consider introducing it along with a statutory cap on the
deductible amount.
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4. Germany

Compared to South Africa, Germany is a developed country, in fact it has been categorised as
one of the major developed countries. 551 Despite this sharp contrast an analysis into
Germany‟s system of wage attachment is necessary as South Africa may extract features
from this system that it may wish to employ and which could prove to be successful in South
Africa.
Section 850a of the Code of Civil Procedure allows for a debtor‟s earnings to be attached.
However, it stipulates certain portions of the debtor‟s income that are exempted from
attachment.552 These include special allowances for persons who are blind, death benefits and
student allowances to name a few.553
The code provides that if a debtor‟s earnings exceed 930 euros per month, 217.50 euros per
week, or 43.50 euros per day, depending on the period of time for which it is being paid, then
such earnings may be subject to attachment.554 Moreover, where a debtor is under a statutory
obligation to pay maintenance to, inter alia, his current or divorced spouse; the amount which
may not be subject to attachment increases to 2,060 euros per month, 478.50 euros per week,
or 96.50 euros per day.555
Where the debtor‟s earnings exceed the amounts exempted above and depending on how
many people whose maintenance the debtor is responsible for, his income that is in excess of
the amounts discussed above may be partly exempted from attachment to the value of three
tenths if the debtor does not pay maintenance in respect of a spouse or divorced spouse as
discussed above.556
The amounts that are exempted from income are regularly (i.e. every second year) modified
in light of the per cent change which may affect the debtor‟s earnings.557 The system is based
on the premise that the more a debtor earns the more the amount that may be attached and the
551
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more people whose maintenance the debtor is responsible for the less the amount may be
attached.558 Once again we see much emphasis being placed on ensuring that after execution
has taken place the debtor will have sufficient means for his maintenance as well as that of
his dependants.559

Although the amount which may be deducted from a debtor‟s salary in Germany involves a
complex calculation, the underlying principle behind it (i.e. that the amount that may be
deducted from a debtor‟s salary is to be determined by how much the debtor earns as well as
how much of such earnings is to be utilised on the debtor‟s basic necessities and the
maintenance of his dependents) is certainly something that South Africa may use in the
granting of EAOs.

5. United Kingdom (England and Wales)

The UK is ranked as a developed country with a high income.560Although South Africa and
the UK are on different economic planes, it is nevertheless useful to consider the system of
wage attachment in the UK as it may offer plausible features for application in the South
African context.
In the UK, the Attachment of Earnings Act allows for a Magistrates‟ Court or the High Court
to make an order attaching a portion of the debtor‟s earnings to satisfy a judgment debt that
exceeds an amount of £15.561 The Act establishes a Protected Earnings Rate (PER) which is
calculated by taking into account all the expenses that a debtor incurs in order to maintain
himself and his dependants and is determined by a court official exercising their own
discretion.562 The amount to be attached therefore may not exceed or be equal to this rate.563
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Although the idea of having a prescribed rate of earnings that are protected from attachment
the fact that such a rate is determined by a court official would be problematic in South
Africa. This is in light of the difficulties that the EAO system is facing for its lack of
sufficient judicial oversight as discussed in Chapter three above.
As is the case in South Africa, it appears that the judgment creditor must first obtain
judgment in their favour and thereafter make an application for the attachment of the debtor‟s
earnings.564 This application is to contain a certified copy of the order (or judgment) and an
affidavit verifying the mount of the order.565 A copy of this application, along with a notice to
the debtor and a form of reply is served upon the debtor.566 The debtor is then given 8 days to
reply to this application and it is crucial to note that proceedings where a debtor fails or
refuses to comply with the order (which is an offence in terms of the Attachment of Earnings
Act), cannot take place unless the documents have been personally served upon the debtor or
where the court is satisfied that the debtor had sufficient time to comply with the order.567
The emphasis on involving the debtor in the proceedings by serving the debtor with notice of
the application, affording him the opportunity to reply and conducting the hearing only once
the debtor has been served with all documentation is a key feature that South Africa‟s EAO
system seems to lack and crucially needs.568
Similar to other jurisdictions, the order for attachment may be amended to the value of the
court‟s discretion.569
Where an order is made for more than one attachment of the debtor‟s earnings the employer
is to deal with them according to the respective dates in which they were granted 570 by
effecting execution in respect of the first attachment order granted and thereafter in respect of
the second order from the residue of the debtor‟s earnings.571
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It is interesting to note that the rules of the court provide for a register of debtors residing in
the court‟s district which have attachments on their earnings.572 Seemingly this is useful for
the purposes of determining to what extent (if at all) a debtor‟s earnings have been
attached.573 However, in practice, the system does not appear to be effective in ensuring that
creditors and court officials become automatically aware of attachments currently effected
against a debtor‟s earnings and it has thus been criticised in this regard.574

6. Conclusion

It is evident that notwithstanding the different systems of attachment, the attachment of
debtor‟s earnings is a common practice in many jurisdictions, both developing and developed.
Moreover, it has been discovered that different jurisdictions have different methods of
attaching a debtor‟s earnings. For example, certain jurisdictions such the USA place a cap on
the amount of the debtor‟s earnings that can be attached.575 It is also interesting to note that
most jurisdictions, including South Africa, prefer maintenance deductions over other
deductions.
Moreover, the general consensus amongst most jurisdictions seems to be that after all
deductions have been made, a debtor must remain with sufficient financial means to satisfy
his needs as well as those of his dependents.
The underlying question that therefore arises is whether, in light of the irregularities and
discrepancies observed, EAOs can and should exist as an effective debt collection mechanism
in South Africa. This must be considered in light of the attachment methods discussed above
and whether South Africa can draw on the systems employed in other jurisdictions.
It suggested that EAOs have the potential to operate as an effective debt collection
mechanism in South Africa. However, in order for their full potential to be realised better
regulation is required. Such regulation may relate to a cap being placed on the amount that
may be attached form a debtor‟s salary or ensuring that all EAO applications are heard by a
Magistrate. Moreover, it is recommended that the current preferent status of maintenance
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orders should be extended so that a greater portion of a debtor‟s salary can be attached for the
satisfaction of a maintenance claim. These recommendations will be discussed below.

Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion and Recommendations
1. Introduction

This dissertation critically examined the different modes of debt collection. In particular
warrants of execution, the section 65A enquiry, administration orders, garnishee orders and
EAOs were analysed.
All of the five debt collection mechanisms mentioned above, (with the exception of EAOs)
proved to be inadequate as they involve a lengthy and costly process which is neither
beneficial for the creditor nor the debtor. For example, warrants of execution are only
effective where the debtor actually has property of substantial value which may be attached
which seldom happens.576 Moreover, where a creditor wishes to execute against a debtor‟s
immovable property he will have to have the property declared specially executable which is
a complex and lengthy process.577
The section 65A inquiry lacks appropriate sanctions for a debtor‟s failure to satisfy the
judgment debt578 whilst the effectiveness of the garnishee orders is wholly dependent on the
debtor having a debt due to him which does not happen often, particularly amongst low
income earners.579
This dissertation also considered debt relief mechanisms such as debt review and
administration orders as it is believed that if a debtor is given relief in some form this will
enable him to pay his or her debts more effectively. However, as with the debt collection
mechanisms, the debt relief mechanisms also presented with certain difficulties or
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impediments. The difficulties that were discovered include the fact that administration may
run indefinitely thereby trapping the debtor in the perpetual cycle of debt.580
It was also discovered that although the legislature has attempted to curtail the costs of debt
collection amongst other things through the confirmation and modification introduction of the
in duplum rule, many debt collectors and attorneys fail to adhere to this rule thereby
exploiting unknowing debtors.581
EAOs thus become a more plausible and popular debt collection mechanism.582 However, as
with other modes of debt collections, EAOs also resonate with undesirable practices. These
relate to consents to judgment being fraudulently obtained by debt collectors, attorneys and
debt collectors charging debtors in excess of what they are permitted to charge, the issuing of
EAOs from incorrect jurisdictions (and forum shopping by debt collectors and attorneys) and
insufficient judicial oversight over the authorising of EAOs all of which have far reaching
consequences for a debtor.583
As a consequence of these undesirable practices, the Law Clinic of Stellenbosch instituted
proceedings against, inter alia, Flemix and Associates to, amongst other things, challenge the
constitutionality of the EAO system on account of its failure to provide for sufficient judicial
oversight over the granting of EAOs.584 All the discrepancies discussed above were raised in
this case and the court ultimately held that sections 65J (2) (b) (i) and 65J (2) (b) (ii) of the
MCA were unconstitutional in so far as they failed to provide judicial oversight in the issuing
of EAOs.585 The court also held that the NCA did not allow a creditor to use section 45 of the
MCA to persuade a debtor to consent to the jurisdiction of a court which would not otherwise
have jurisdiction in the matter.586 However, the respondents have taken the matter on appeal
to the Constitutional Court which would have to confirmation the judgment in any event.587 It
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therefore appears that these undesirable practices might continue to exist pending the
outcome of this significant hearing.
In attempting to improve our current system of wage attachment (EAOs) by proposing viable
solutions this dissertation reviewed the attachment of a debtor‟s earnings in foreign
jurisdictions such as the USA, Botswana, Germany and the UK. From this analysis it was
discovered that placing a cap on the amount which may be deducted from a debtor‟s salary is
a viable solution.588 Moreover, having due regard for the debtor‟s basic necessities and the
maintenance of his dependents is also an important feature, 589 as is giving preference to
maintenance claims.590 More significantly, involving the debtor fully in the proceedings by
allowing him to challenge the attachment prior to it being effected against his salary is of
utmost importance and is a feature that the South African EAO system lacks yet desperately
needs.591
In light of all the findings discussed above, it is suggested that EAOs need not be abolished as
with appropriate reform they may still operate as an effective debt collection mechanism in
South Africa. In this regard a comprehensive set of recommendations will be made to
demonstrate that, notwithstanding the undesirable practices and discrepancies that have been
observed in EAOs, this debt collection mechanism can still exist and operate effectively
balancing both the debtor and the creditor‟s rights.

2. Recommendations

In light of the common wage attachment systems in other countries discussed above it is
therefore, no surprise that it the attachment of wages has become increasingly popular and
effective in South Africa. Abolishing EAOs altogether, as some have suggested, would
therefore be short sighted.592 This is especially in light of the adverse impact that this would
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have on the country‟s GDP and economy as indicated in chapter three. 593 It is therefore
recommended that EAOs remain in force. However, the system needs to undergo extensive
reform to ensure its effective operation. Moreover, if such reform is to be implemented, it
should be done on an urgent basis as these undesirable practices have been in existence for
far too long with little steps being taken to address them.
What follows below is a set of recommendations, which are formulated based on the
legislative framework governing EAOs, research conducted by the Law Clinic of the
University of Pretoria, case law (particularly the Stellenbosch case), as well as the foreign
position on the attachment of wages.

2.1. Judicial Oversight

In light of the far reaching consequences that wage attachment has for a debtor and his
dependents sufficient judicial oversight must be exercised in the authorisation of EAOs.594 To
this end it is recommended that in all applications for the granting of EAOs against a debtor a
Magistrate must hear the matter, especially in cases where a debtor has allegedly consented to
judgment. 595 This may be done by a Magistrate in chambers or during the section 65A
enquiry.596
It is acknowledged that this may cause delays in the court system and the current court
system may be overloaded with the influx of EAO applications.597 To this end it is suggested
that specialised courts which will deal with these EAO applications must be established and
qualified Magistrates must be employed and trained to deal with these cases. Alternatively,
EAO matters could be heard on specific days and on those days the requisite court could deal
solely with such EAO applications. Not only is this believed to decrease the incidents of
fraudulent and irregular applications but it is also believed that it will improve the system by
593
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ensuring that the persons who authorise these EAOs are knowledgeable about how they
operate.

2.2. Delivery of the EAO to the debtor

It is understood that the rationale behind EAOs being delivered to a debtor‟s employer is to
enable it to effect the necessary deduction against the debtor‟s salary. 598 However, it is not
clear why the same EAO or a copy thereof is not delivered to the debtor as is the case with a
garnishee order.599 To this end, it is suggested that the EAO be delivered to the debtor as
well and proper service on the debtor should be a prerequisite to the EAO application being
heard, as is the case with a section 129 notice. This should be the case regardless of whether
the debtor was able to attend the proceedings for its application or not. Where the debtor had
not for whatever reason, attended the proceedings for the EAO application, the delivery of the
order to him will bring the pending EAO to his attention and enable him to dispute the order
if need be. Where the debtor was present at the EAO application proceedings and did not
oppose the order delivery of the order will still nevertheless operate as record of the EAO for
the debtor‟s reference.

2.3. The limit on the amount of the debtor’s earnings that may be subject to
attachment

Our current EAO system does not place a limit on the amount of the debtor‟s earnings that
may be attached.600 This has been abused by unscrupulous creditors and debt collectors who

have been reported to deduct more than 90 per cent of a debtor‟s earnings, leaving the debtor
with insufficient financial means to support himself and his dependents.
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this system, preference is placed on child support claims with the law allowing for 50 per
cent of the debtor‟s earnings to be attached for the purposes of child support.604
In conjunction with this system, South Africa may draw from the UK the principle behind the
protected earnings rate.605 That is to say that due regard must be given to the fact that the
debtor has expenses that he must incur to support himself and his dependents and these
expenses must therefore also be factored into the equation.606
Thus it is suggested that legislative framework behind EAOs be amended to provide that no
EAO which attaches more than 30 per cent of the debtor‟s earnings is permissible. This may
be qualified by stating that an EAO which is sought in respect of a maintenance claim may
attach up to 30 per cent of a debtor‟s earnings, thus having the effect of prioritising
maintenance claims.
Ultimately, in all applications for EAOs, the Magistrate should consider the expenses that a
debtor incurs towards his and his dependents‟ basic necessities. This is to be considered
against the debtor‟s income and affordability.

2.4. Rule nisi

A further commendable feature is that which is contained in Botswana‟s system of wage
attachment. In particular, one must consider the possibility of granting a rule nisi for the
order sought and upon the return date, ensuring that the debtor and the creditor are afforded
the opportunity to make representations either in favour of, or against, the confirmation of the
order.607 This will ensure that a pending EAO is brought to the debtor‟s attention prior to it
being effected against his salary. Moreover, it will ensure that the debtor has ample time to
oppose the order in its entirety, challenge its veracity or the amount to be deducted as the case
may be.
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2.5. EAO Register

The system of attachment in the UK provides for a register of all the debtors in the court‟s
jurisdiction who have attachments against their income. 608 The rationale behind this is to
ensure that a creditor who seeks the attachment of the debtor‟s earnings or the court to which
such an application is made, may be notified instantly of any attachments of the debtor‟s
income. 609 It is suggested that South Africa should establish an EAO register which will
capture all debtors in a court‟s jurisdiction that have EAOs against their salaries as well as the
respective amounts of these EAOs.610 This will assist a creditor who wishes to obtain an EAO
against a debtor as it will indicate the prospects of him obtaining such an EAO against the
debtor.
Moreover, this register will assist a Magistrate hearing an application for an EAO in
considering the debtor‟s financial circumstances and deciding whether to authorise the EAO
or not. This register should also be accessible for a fee to attorneys and perhaps debt
collectors and creditors.
Moreover, when seeking an EAO against a debtor, the attorney acting on behalf of the
creditor must allege in his papers that he has conducted a search on the debtor in the EAO
register. This should decrease the cases of reckless lending as a creditor would be able to
interrogate the debtor‟s financial position in so far as attachment orders against his salary are
concerned.

2.6. Consent to judgment

Where a debtor consents to judgment in terms of sections 57 and 58 of the MCA and as the
Magistrates‟ Court rules provide, an attorney or credit provider must provide an affidavit
stating that all the requirements have been complied with. It is suggested that in addition to
this rule the MCA must contain a provision to the effect that where an attorney or debt
collector has failed to comply with the requirements as alleged in the affidavit, the Debt
Collectors Council or Law Society will penalise the debt collector or attorney for this ethical
breach. Moreover, it is suggested that prior to the Magistrate granting the EAO he must send
out notice to the debtor to confirm that the debtor gave informed consent. That is to say that
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the debtor understands the implications of consenting to judgment in favour of the creditor
concerned.

2.7. The Law Society

It is recommended that the law society, being the regulatory body that governs attorneys
throughout South Africa, together with the Debt Collectors council, must conduct an
investigation or establish a body to do so such into the ethical breaches that are reported
against attorneys and take appropriate action against such perpetrators.

These ethical

breaches range from duress and false information being used to induce debtors to consent to
judgment611 to the failure on the part of debt collectors and attorneys who operate as such to
adhere to the in duplum rule 612 and the reckless lending provisions in the NCA 613 .
Appropriate sanctions could include an excessive fine, requiring the perpetrators to
compensate those who have been prejudiced as a result of their conduct and striking attorneys
off the roll.
One might consider having creditors investigated as well as they at times are perpetrators of
these undesirable practices and discrepancies.
Finally, it is suggested that the Department of Justice establishes a working group to
investigate and propose viable solutions to these undesirable practices and discrepancies.

3. Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that abolishing EAOs altogether is not plausible. Instead, it is
recommended that EAOs continue to exist but with reform as discussed above.
Moreover, it is recommended that the legislature amend section 65J to provide that no more
than 30 per cent of the debtor‟s earnings may be attached unless this is in respect of a
maintenance claim. Moreover, a Magistrate hearing an EAO application must consider the
debtor‟s financial circumstances holistically and in light of the suggested EAO register, in
determining whether or not to grant the EAO against the debtor. Lastly, the Law Society and
Debt Collectors‟ Council are encourage conducting vigorous investigations and taking
611
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appropriate action against their members who engage in unethical behaviour which adversely
affects debtors, their profession and the entire EAO system.
It is therefore believed that if the above mentioned recommendations are implemented, the
EAO system will improve in its functioning and will operate as an effective debt collection
mechanism which will in turn positively impact on credit control in South Africa.
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